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Abstract
ELCOS is a flexible code system for the stationary simulation of light water reactor
cores. It consists of the four computer codes ETOBOX, BOXER, CORCOD and
SILWER. The user's manual of the second one is presented here.
BOXER calculates the neutronics characteristics of two-dimensional reactor configurations in cartesian geometry. The code can roughly be divided into four stages:
• Organisation: Choice of the modules, file manipulations, reading and checking of input data.
• Fine group fluxes and condensation: One-dimensional calculation of
fluxes and computation of the group constants of homogeneous materials and
cells.
• Two-dimensional calculations: Geometrically detailed simulation of the
configuration in few energy groups.
• Burnup: Evolution of the nuclide densities as a function of time.
This manual shows all input commands which can be used while running the different
modules of BOXER.
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General Information

1.1

The ELCOS code system for LWR configurations

The Eir-Lwr-COdeSystem ELCOS has been developed at the former Swiss Federal
Institute for Reactor Research EIR, presently Paul-Scherrer-Institute, PSI. The aim
was to obtain a flexible code system for the stationary simulation of light water
reactor cores. It can also be used for the generation of most of nuclear input data
needed for the dynamic analysis of nuclear power plants. ELCOS consists of the
following four codes:
• ETOBOX generates a groupwise (resp. pointwise in the resonance range)
cross-section library from a basic library in ENDF/B-format.
t BOXER performs cell and two-dimensional transport and depletion calculations.
• CORCOD computes interpolation coefficients based on the BOXER results.
These coefficients are later used in the three-dimensional calculations.
• SILWER simulates the reactor core by three-dimensional neutronic and thermal hydraulic calculations.
ELCOS was written in FORTRAN-77. The use of direct access files, as well as
the dynamic memory allocation, produces short running times also for complex
problems. Most of the input data can be addressed through keywords, which renders
the input very comfortable. The structure of ELCOS is presented in Figure 1.1,
where the coupling of the codes to each other is shown along with the most important
files.
1.1.1

ETOBOX: Preparation of t h e cross section library

ETOBOX allows the handling of data in ENDF/B format (up to ENDF/B-5) and
produces a cross section library for the code BOXER. The smooth cross sections are
integrated into energy groups. The scattering matrices (elastic, inelastic and (n,xn)
reactions) are calculated for the given order of the anisotropy (presently Po and Pi,
with a P2 transport correction for the elastic scattering). In the so called resonance
range (presently between 1.3 and 907 eV) the resonance parameters are transformed
into pointwise lists for different temperatures (LI). Above 907 eV the resonance
cross sections are integrated into groups for different values of the temperature and
the dilution cross section (1.2). In the thermal energy range the scattering matrices
are calculated through integration of the S(a, /?)-matrices given in ENDF/B, or by
means of the free gas model.
The structure of the present library is based on 70 energy groups with the thermal
cutoff at 1.3 eV. The library contains 162 nuclides or mixtures. Most of them are
taken from JEF-1 (L3), the erbium isotopes come from the Russian file BROND-2
(1.4), and 155Gd from the Japanese file JENDL-2 (1.5).
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1.1.2

BOXER: Cell- and two-dimensional calculations

BOXER is a modular code for the two-dimensional calculation of LWR configurations {!&). The main parts of the code are:
• Cell calculation: In the configuration to be treated the most important cell
from the point of view of the neutron spectrum is chosen as the "principal cell
type". It is calculated with white boundary conditions. Its outgoing partial
currents can be used as boundary conditions for the other cell types and for
the homogeneous materials. The cell calculation begins with the resonance
calculation in two material zones and about 8000 lethargy points depending
on the composition of the material. The resulting ultra fine spectrum is used as
weighting function to condense the pointwise cross sections into groups (1.7).
Afterwards a one-dimensional flux calculation is done with a transport method
in cylindrical or slab geometry and in 70 energy groups, in all zones of the cell
(1.8). Then the cross sections of the cell are condensed spatially as well as
energetically.
• Two-dimensional modules: The configuration is represented by a X-Y
mesh grid. The flux distribution is calculated with a diffusion or a transport module (1.9). The results are the multiplication factor keff, the neutron
flux, the power distribution and the reaction rates. A spatial and energetic
condensation of the group constants produces the input data for the correlation
code CORCOD.
• Burnup: The variation of the isotopic densities in each material of the configuration is calculated using reaction rates collapsed to one group by weighting
with the multigroup fluxes from the cell- and the two-dimensional calculations. The time dependence of the nuclide densities is described by Taylor
series. The densities of nuelides with high destruction rates are assumed to
be asymptotic. An iterative correction adjusts the fluxes within the time step
in order to keep the power constant. The effect of the changing spectrum on
the reaction rates is taken into account by a predictor-corrector method and
by density dependent one-group cross sections within the time step for 239 Pu
and 240 Pu (approximated by a rational function). A time step can be divided
into several micro-steps without recalculating the reaction rates in order to
improve the numerical accuracy of the depletion calculation.

1.1.3

CORCOD: Correlation code

The results obtained from BOXER (condensed group constants, kTO, etc.) are represented as polynomials of some independent state variables, which can be: power
density, burnup, actual and burnup weighted water density, water and fuel temperature, soluble boron concentration and 135Xe densit}'. The coefficients of the
polynomials constitute the library for the 3D code SILWER. For each free variable the maximum order can be given by input. The coefficients are determined
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by a least squares fit or by a statistical method which automatically suppresses the
unimportant terms (1.10). The list of the terms can also be modified through input.
1.1.4

SILWER: Three-dimensional LWR simulation code

This code simulates a LWR core in steady state operation. The configuration considered consists of the active core with its reflectors. The calculation concerns the
multiplication factor keir and the spatial distribution of power, burnup, neutron flux,
water density and fuel, clad and water temperature, as well as critical heat flux and
DNBR. As an option the position of the control rods, the boron concentration or
the power can be adjusted to a given keff. The main parts of SILWER are:
• Neutronic modules: The multiplication factor and the spatial distribution
of flux and power can be calculated with two different nodal diffusion modules,
one with polynomial expansion (1.11) and the other with analytical solutions
of the diffusion equation in each node (1.12).
• Thermal hydraulics: SILWER has two thermal hydraulic modules, one for
pressurised water reactors (PWR) and the other for boiling water reactors
(BWR). The calculated characteristics are the void fraction, pressure drop,
distribution of the mass flow, water temperature and density, and temperature
distribution in fuel and clad (1.13).
• Local power density: With the module PINPOW it is possible to get the
power density in each pin and each node of the configuration (1.14).
• Interpolation of the group constants: This is done for each node of the
configuration on the basis of the interpolation coefficients from CORCOD.
The system variables (power distribution, thermal hydraulics, control mechanisms)
are evaluated iteratively. The burnup distribution is calculated through integration
over a time step assuming a constant value of the system variables during the time
step.
1.1.5

General references on ELCOS

1.1 J.M. Paratte:
Elargissement Doppler des Resonances Resolues en ETOBOX
EIR-Bericht Nr. 552 (Marz 1985)
1.2 J.M. Paratte:
Elargissement Doppler et Integration des Resonances non Resolues en ETOBOX
EIR-Bericht Nr. 560 (Juni 1985)
1.3 J. Rowlands, N. Tubbs:
The Joint Evaluated File: A New Data Resource for Reactor Calculations
Proc. Int. Conf. on Data for Basic and Applied Science,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, May 13-17, 1985, Vol. 2, p. 1493
Gordon and Beach (1986)
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1.4 A.I. Blokhin, B.I. Fursov, A.V. Ignatyuk, V.N. Koshcheev, E.V. Kulikov,
B.D. Kuzminov. V.N. Manokhin. M.N. Nikolaev:
Current Status of Russian Evaluated Neutron Data Libraries
(Files BROND-2, FOND and ABBN-90)
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk, Kaluga Region (Russia)
Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Data for Science and Technology,
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, May 9-13, 1994, Vol. 2, p. 695
1.5 Y. Kikuchi et al.:
Present Status and Benchmark Tests of JENDL-2
Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Data for Science and Technology,
Antwerp, Belgium, Sept. 6-10, 1982, p. 615
1.6 C. Maeder, J.M. Paratte:
Calculation of LWR Fuel Elements Containing Burnable Poisons and Plutonium
Trans. ANS 20, 359 (1975)
1.7 J.M. Paratte:
Calcul du Spectre Fin et Integration des Sections Efficaces de Resonance dans
les Cellules (Programme SLOFIN de BOXER)
EIR-Bericht Nr. 602 (Oktober 1986)
1.8 J. Stepanek, J. Ligou, C. Maeder:
The Mixed Method, a Solution Making Use of Both the Integral and Differential Forms of the Transport Equation in High P^ Approximation
EIR-Report No. 271 (1975)
1.9 C. Maeder:
QP1, a Transport Program in x-y Geometry Based on Function Expansions
in Angle and in Space.
EIR-Bericht Nr. 290 (September 1975)
1.10 D.M. Davierwalla:
REGSTEP - Stepwise Multivariate Polynomial Regression with Singular Extensions
EIR-Bericht Nr. 333 (September 1977)
1.11 C. Maeder:
A Nodal Diffusion Method with Legendre Polynomials
Topical meeting on "Advances in Reactor Physics", Gatlinburg, Tennessee,
April 9-13, 197S
CONF 780401 (p. 121)
1.12 M. Makai, C. Maeder:
A Fast Nodal Neutron Diffusion Method for Cartesian Geometry
Nuclear Science and Engineering 84, P-390 (1983)
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1.13 K. Foskolos, S. Giintay. G. Varadi:
Die Core-Thermohydraulik-Moduln des LWR-Simulationscodes SILWER
EIR-Bericht Nr. 442 (Januar 1982)
1.14 P. Grimm, M. Aboudy, A. Galperin, M. Segev:
A Test of Main Stream Pin Power Reconstruction Methods
(to be published in Nuclear Science and Engineering)
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Figure 1.1: ELCOS code system overview
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Description of the code BOXER

BOXER is the fuel assembly computer code of the code system ELCOS. It calculates
the neutronics characteristics of two-dimensional LWR configurations. Its main
modules concern:
1.2.1

Cell calculations

Sections of a configuration with an heterogeneous structure (fuel pins with their
associated moderator, guide tubes, control rods etc.) are called cells. Homogenised
group constants over the volume of a cell define an heterogeneous material. The
materials constituting a cell (for instance fuel, clad and moderator) axe called micromaterials.
Cells with analogous characteristics can be packed together to the same cell type.
A cell calculation will not be done for each cell of the configuration, but rather for
each cell type. The most important cell type of the configuration (with respect to
the neutron spectrum) is called the principal cell type. It must be defined as the first
cell type, and it is computed with white boundary conditions. Its outgoing current
can be used as boundary condition (incoming current) for the other cell types and
for the homogeneous materials.
A cell calculation can be done either in slab or in cylindrical geometry. It starts
with a resonance calculation in 2 or 3 zones and about 8000 lethargy points in the
so called resonance region, between the energy limits E{ and Es (in the present cross
section library, £,• = 1.3 eV and Es = 907 eV), employing the collision probability
method (LJ_). The slowing down source is determined with the assumption that
the scattering is isotropic in the centre of mass system. The pointwise flux in the
resonance zone is then used as the weighting function for the condensation of the
resonance cross sections into energy groups. By this method all kinds of interactions
between the resonance of a particular nuclide as well as of different nuclides are
automatically taken into account. Above the resonance range (i.d. for energies
greater than Es) the cross sections of the resonance nuclides are interpolated over the
temperature and the dilution cross section from the tables produced by ETOBOX,
according to the equivalence theorem.
A one-dimensional flux calculation with transport theory in cylindrical (2J2) or slab
(2.3) geometry and in fine group structure (presently 70 groups) follows. The fission
source is assumed to be flat over all zones containing fissile nuclides. The scattering
source in each zone can be flat or represented by a polynomial of the radius. In the
epithermal range (above 1.3 eV) P j corrected isotropic scattering is used. In the
thermal energy range the scattering anisotropy can be taken into account by the
Pi matrix (P2-corrected). The first cell type (the principal cell type) is calculated
with white boundary conditions. The outgoing partial current at the boundary
of the principal type is used as a fixed incoming current at the boundaries of the
secondary types and the homogeneous materials.
During all these calculations the cell type treated is coupled to the neighbour cells
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through Dancoff factors, which are calculated for a regular array of the same cells
(2.7). If the cell array is not regular, it is possible to modify the Dancoff factors
through input. It is also possible to calculate the correct factors with a Monte
Carlo procedure which can determine them in complicated geometries (this option
is recommended especially in such configurations as BWR fuel assemblies).
1.2.2

Homogenisation and Group Collapsing

The macroscopic cross sections in 70 groups are spatially averaged over the cells using flux-volume weighting. Then a zero-dimensional B\ transport calculation (2.6)
is performed for the principal cell type using these homogenised cross sections. In
this calculation the buckling can either be given by input or the critical buckling
can be searched for. The results of this calculation are the cell average fluxes in
70 groups (fundamental mode spectrum) and the multiplication factors koo and keff
of the cell. During this step a re-homogenisation of the condensed cross sections is
done to preserve the reaction rates of the multi-zone calculation (2.6).
After this the 70 group cross sections are collapsed to broad groups (typically 6 to 14
groups). The absorption and fission cross sections as well as the isotropic scattering
matrix are flux weighted. The total cross section and the anisotropic scattering matrix are weighted by the current spectrum. For the principal cell type the currents
a', e taken from the J3x calculation; for the secondary types and the homogeneous
materials they are approximated as J3 = D3 • $ s where the diffusion coefficient D3
is determined according to the Bell-Glasstone formula (2.1, p. 179).
As an option it is possible to obtain the kinetic parameters (fraction of delayed neutrons, /?eff, and prompt generation time, A) of the cell type through the calculation
of the adjoint fluxes in the cell type.
1.2.3

Group constants of homogeneous materials

The homogeneous materials are those which, as opposed to the heterogeneous materials such as fuel rod cells, do not have a fine structure, e.g. water gaps, absorber
plates, or reflectors. For the calculation of the weighting spectrum their normally
complicated geometry is replaced by a slab whose thickness is chosen so that the
mean chord length (4-volume/surface) is preserved.
For homogeneous materials with resonances, e.g. steel, the pointwise spectrum is
calculated using the same assumptions as in the cell calculation. The outgoing partial current from the principal type determined in the pointwise flux calculation is
used as an incoming current at the boundaries. The resonance cross sections are
then condensed to groups by weighting with the pointwise flux. The 70 group fluxes
in the siab are calculated by a one-dimensional transport method using the following
assumptions:
• The outgoing partial currents from the principal cell type are used as fixed
incoming currents on both faces of the slab.
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• The incoming angular fluxes are isotropic.
• The scattering source is isotropic, the total and scattering cross sections are
Pi transport corrected.
• The transport calculation is performed in a single mesh. The scattering source
is represented by a polynomial of the space variable.
1.2.4

Two-dimensional calculations

The few group two-dimensional calculation in detailed X-Y geometry can be performed either by the diffusion module CODIFF (^9) or by the transport module
QPl (_L9). In order to save computing time CODIFF can also be used to supply a
flux guess to QPl.
CODIFF computes the fluxes at the mesh centres by the finite difference method
assuming a double linear flux variation in each direction. The QPl program is based
on the transmission probability method. Adjacent meshes are coupled by means of
the continuity of the mesh surface current moments. The outgoing current moments
are obtained by the solution of the integral transport equation using the following
approximations:
• The hemisphere of the flight angles is divided into four quadrants. The surface
current in each quadrant is represented by a linear function in space and a first
order spherical harmonics expansion in the flight directions:
J(x, 6,6) = J + Jix + J2 cosd cosd> + J3 cos0 sinS
where x is the spatial variable and 6 and 6 are the polar and azimuthal angles,
respectively.
• The scattering and fission source within the mesh is approximated by a linear
function of the space variables.
• The scattering anisotropy is taken into account by the Pi matrix.
Besides the multiplication factor, two-dimensional flux and power distributions and
reaction rates are also computed.
1.2.5

Group Constants for t h e three-dimensional calculations

After the two-dimensional calculation the group constants are homogenised once
more and collapsed to a small number of energy groups (normally 2) for the threedimensional calculations. Flux-volume weighting is used for the spatial averaging
and the same weighting procedures as in the first collapsing (see Section 1.2.2)
are used for the energy condensation. The total and scattering cross sections are
Px transport corrected for the three-dimensional diffusion calculation. The group
constants can be homogenised over the whole two-dimensional configuration or over
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regions within the latter defined by input.
The two group diffusion coefficients of reflectors can be adjusted so that a onedimensional diffusion calculation in two meshes (fuel and reflector regions) using
the method of the SEXI module (1.12) of SILWER produces the same koo and keff
as the QPl transport calculation. This adjustment procedure is called DT-method
(diffusion-transport) and is limited to two energy groups.
The homogenised few group constants are stored onto the file GENRAN which is
used as an input to the interpolation code CORCOD.
1.2.6

Burnup

In this module the evolution of nu elide densities as a function of the time is calculated
(2.10). Burnup calculations are possible for cells as well as for two-dimensional
configurations.
The coupling between nuclides sensitive to the burnup is established through 5
matrices. The nuclides are partitioned into 2 classes:
1. the density of most of the nuclides is described by a polynomial function of
the time;
2. the density of the nuclides with a great destruction rate is calculated by an
asymptotic formula.
During a time step the microscopic cross sections are normally assumed constant.
For a few nuclides and reactions which are especially sensitive (absorption in 239Pu
and capture in 240Pu) the variation of the cross sections can be taken into account
by an empirical formula (2.11).
The common assumptions are:
1. the total power in the configuration is kept constant during a time step;
2. through an input parameter it is possible to mix two different criteria:
• the shape of the flux distribution between the materials is kept constant,
• the shape of the absorption distribution is kept constant.
3. At the end of the time step new calculations are normally done and new
one group cross sections are produced. These new cross sections are used
for a recalculation of the last time step. The definitive densities are then
mean values of the previous and the current calculations ''predictor-corrector
method) (2.12).
4. It is also possible to divide the time step into smaller steps. The code will do
it automaticaUy if the precision of the polynomials is poorer than a prescribed
value.

1.2 Description of the code BOXER
1.2.7

LU
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1.3

Input rules and Manual conventions

All the input data are built of "words". Two types of words have to be distinguished:
• the names must begin with a letter (a.b,...jz). There is no difference between
lowercase and uppercase letters (except in comments or titles where they are
taken just as they are written).
© the numbers consist of ciphers (0,1,...,9), signs
an exponent E. In an integer number the point
allowed. A real number may be written without
of the following formats can be used to define a
1234

1234.0

1.234E+03

-f or -, decimal point . and
. or the exponent E are not
a point or an exponent. Any
real constant:

12.34E+2

123.4+1

All input commands are given in "free format". Empty lines are ignored. One or
more blanks act as one comma (see below). A line may not be longer than 132
columns.
The words and numbers are separated by 4 types of separators which are parentheses:
'(' and ')', commas: ',' o r o n e o r more empty positions (blanks) ' ', and equal signs:
'='. A blank being a separator cannot appear inside a word. The following rules
apply to all commands:
• The modules to be used for a given calculation, the input blocks and the
options chosen are addressed through keywords. In an input list a keyword
may be considered as an address where the following input data are stored.
• An input command may be continued on several lines. The last character on
the line should be a separator, if not, a comma : ',' is assumed (a word must
be fully contained on a single line). A list of options is included in parentheses:
'(' and" ')'•

1.4 Structure of the code
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• Any string following a slash '/' on a line is ignored, which allows to introduce
comments into the input data. The slash may be the first non-blank character
on the card.
• Any line starting with an asterisk V followed by a string is considered as a
title. The SO first characters of the title are reproduced in the first line at the
top of each page of the output, along with additional information (name of
the code, date and time, etc.). Many such cards may be given, but only the
last one will be retained.
Following general rules and conventions apply to this user's manual:
• In the following description words typed in typewriter form indicate names
reserved for modules, files or input keywords.
• Variables which can be defined by input are indicated by slanted words.
• The keywords are written in UPPERCASE letters. Not more than 6 characters
are recognised by the code, even when more are written here for mnemonic
reasons. Less than 6 characters can be given in input; in the list of keywords
actually valid at a given point of input, the code will use the first keyword
satisfying the word given in input. At each level of the input data, the actual
list of possible keywords will be given in the order in which it is used in the
code.
Example: Let's assume the following (partial) list of keywords:
....TOLKEF, TOLFLU, . . .
If only TOL is given in input, the parameter modified will always be TOLKEF.
To modify TOLFLU, one has to write at least TOLF.

1.4

Structure of the code

In BOXER there are 6 different levels of the energy condensation:
1. During the integration of the resonance cross sections many thousand lethargy
points are used.
2. The fine group calculation for the cell types is done in NG1 groups. NG1 is the
number of groups in the cross section library (presently, NG1 = 70).
3. For the computation of the mean fluxes per material group constants in NG2
groups are used (NG2 is normally between 10 and 20).
4. The two-dimensional calculations necessitate group constants in NG3 groups
(NG3 is normally between 5 and 15). NG3 may be equal to NG2.
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5. Mean group constants can be determined over some regions of the two-dimensional grid in NG4 groups (if the mean group constants axe used for 3-dimensional calculations, NG4 is normally 2).
6. Finally the burnup calculation is done with the reaction rates being condensed
to one group.
BOXER consists of different modules which may be called for a given calculation.
The function of each module is briefly described here in the order they are normally
used in BOXER:
STARTO

: Manipulation of the files. Definition, reading and storage of the restart
cases.

DEFINE

: Reading the input data.

DENSIT

: Calculating mean isotopic densities over the cells, and mean isotopic
densities in the different zones of the cell types.

DAMOCA

: Calculating by a Monte Carlo method the Dancoff factors in each cell
type of the real assembly, and comparing them with the values obtained
for an infinite array of the same cell types.

CELL

: Cell calculation for each cell type. The CELL module itself consists of
many parts:
SLOFIN
: Shielding of the resonances by means of a pointwise flux
calculation in 2 or 3 zones for a cell type (only the inner
zone may contain resonance nuclides) (1.7).
SLOGRP
: Fluxes in fine groups for a cell type, in the epithermal
energy range (in NGF1 groups, see page 3.25) (1^5,2^2, 2.3).
MICRDTHERM: Fluxes in fine groups for a cell type, in the thermal energy range, in cylindrical geometry (in NG1 - NGF1 groups)
SLMTHR

: Fluxes in fine groups for a cell type, in the thermal energy
range, in slab geometry (in NG1 - NGF1 groups) (1.8,2.3).
BWRCONTROL: Determination of fluxes in fine groups for the blades of a
BWR control rod (NG1 groups) (2A).
SLQPPC
: Calculation of the correct ratio between power density and
current at the boundary for secondary cells, through a collision probability method applied to the principal and the
secondary cells (2.5).
MICOND
: Condensation of the microscopic cross sections of the cell
types over space and energy (from NG1 to NG2 groups) (2.6).
CRITA
: Macroscopic group constants and reaction rates for the heterogeneous materials (NG2 groups) (2.6).

1.4 Structure of the code
MACRO
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: Determination of group constants for the homogeneous materials and
condensation over energy (from NG1 to NG2 groups).
The homogeneous materials cannot contain burnup-sensitive nuclides.

MEANFLUX : This module consists of 2 parts:
BOXQL : Calculation of mean fluxes per material (NG2 groups) (2.8).
COGRO : Condensation of the group constants over the energy (from NG2
to NG3 groups).
TWODIM

: Calculation of the two-dimensional fluxes (NG3 groups). This module is
also subdivided:
CODIFF : Diffusion theory (2.9).
QP1
: Transport theory (1.9).
POWER : Output of the flux and power distributions. Condensation of
the group constants over space and energy (from NG3 to NG4
groups).

GENCOR

: Preparation and storage of the data for the three-dimensional code.
Condensation of the group constants over space and energy (from NG3
to NG4 groups).

PREBURN

: Preparation of the burnup calculation. Condensation to one group.

TIMESTEP : Burnup calculation (2^10.2^, 2.12).
Remark:
The module BOXOL calculates the flux in each material of the two-dimensional configuration in a rather simple way. These fluxes allow a condensation of the group
constants over the energy from, as an example, 20 groups to about 10, in order to
decrease the computing time in the modules CODIFF and QP1. But in many cases
the gain in computing time is very small, so the module BOXOL is normally skipped.
In this case, NG2 and NG3 should have the same value.
The structure of the code and the coupling between the different modules are shown
on the flow chart on the next page.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of BOXER and choice of the modules.
The default paths are noted by a continuous line, the optional ones are
shown with a series of dots. The slash '/' between names stands for the
logical operator 'or'.
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Interface Files

The definition of the file names used in BOXER is given in Table 1.1 below. All
these files are in binary form (the input file, unit 5, and unit 6 as the output file,
have their normal meaning).
Table 1.1: List of files referenced in BOXER
File name Unit

Access

INISEQ

3

SEQ

INIRAN
BOXRAN
GENSEQ

4
2
7

RAN
RAN
SEQ

GENRAN
INIACT

8
9

RAN
RAN

Contents

BOXER results which may be used as restart for
another calculation
same as INISEQ, in form of a "random access file"
cross section library for BOXER
few group constants as mean values over regions of
the two-dimensional array (BOXER results)
same as GENSEQ in form of a "random access file"
working file containing the actual results of
BOXER

Form and access mode of the files are defined as following:
SEQ : sequential access
RAN : random access file (these files need subroutines of the code system to be read
or written)
If an interface has to be mentioned in input, only the first 3 letters are considered:
INI, BOX or GEN (there is no difference between INIRAN and INISEQ, for instance).
The format of the cross section library file BOXRAN is shown in the user's manual of
the library code ETOBOX (2^13). For the description of the 3 files INIRAN, INIACT
and GENRAN, see (2.14).
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Choice of the modules to be executed

The list of the modules which are used during a BOXER computation is defined by
an input string of the form:
INIACT = kw, loop, CALL (list of modules)

Actual list of keywords: INIACT, CALL, END
kw

: INIACT is the working file of BOXER: all results which must be transferred
from one module to another during a computation are stored on INIACT. This
process can produce an intense use of input/output, and slow down the computation. This first command transforms the random access file INIACT into
a virtual file which stays on the active memory of the computer, kw is the
maximum reservation for the storage (in 1000 words of 8 bytes).
This command is optional (Default value: INIACT is on disk). If it is given, it
must appear first, and only once.
Examples: For a simple cell calculation: i n i a c t = 500
For a large 2D calculation with burnup: i n i a c t = 2500
loop .-positive integer number which gives the number of times the computation
defined by the list of modules must be done. If loop is not given, it is assumed
to be 1.

The list of modules is built of module names (keywords) according to Table 1.2, separated by commas or blanks. A few modules have options which are given between
parentheses (if no options are defined, the default ones are used). Each module may
be omitted, but the modules used must appear in the order given in Table 1.2. As
many CALL sequences may be given as are necessary. The proper coupling of the
modules can be determined from the "Flow chart" of the code (see Figure 1).
An input deck has to be terminated with the order:
END (comment)

or END)

The comment has no meaning for the code and can be omitted. More input lines
can be given after this last END, but they are not used by the code.
The structure of an input deck could have the following form:
INIACT = 1000,
CALL (modules)
3, CALL (modules)

END (BOXER)

1.6 Choice of the modules to be executed
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Table 1.2: List of the modules and their options

module no. module name option no. option name

1
2
3
4
5

STARTD
DEFINE
DENSIT
DAMDCA
CELL

1
2
1

7

CELL
MACRO
MEANFLUX

8

TWODIM

1

9
10
11

PREBURN
GENCQR
TIMESTEP

or
6

1

SLOFIN or
NORES
MICROTHERM or
NOGROUP
N0HICR0G

default value

SLOFIN
MICROTHERM

BOXDL or
JUMP
JUMP
CODIFF or
CODIFF
QPlor
CODIFF, QP1 or
JUMP

The order of the module names is given in the table 1.2. The lists of the option
keywords is shown in the following table 1.3:
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Table 1.3: List of the option keywords for the modules having options
Module

Option Keyword

Action of this option

CELL

NORES

suppress the calculation of the shielding of the resonance
cross sections
(not yet implemented)
(not yet implemented)
shielding of the resonance cross sections (2 or 3 zone
pointwise fluxes in many 1000 lethargy points)
fluxes in NG1 - NGF1 energy groups in the thermal range
same as NDRES, and suppress also the calculation of the
fluxes in NG1 energy groups
suppress all calculations of fluxes in the cell: the NG2
group constants calculated in CRITA are based on old
microscopic cross sections, but on new nuclide densities,
if available
suppress the calculation of the fluxes per material in

MICRDFAST
MICRES
SLOFIN
MICROTHERM
NDGROUP
NOMICR0G

MEANFLUX

JUMP

THODIM

BOXDL
JUMP
CODIFF

BDXOL

QP1
CODIFF,QP1

calculation of the fluxes per material (NG2 groups)
suppress the calculation of the two-dimensional fluxes
the two-dimensional fluxes are calculated with the diffusion program CODIFF (NG3 groups)
the two-dimensional fluxes are calculated with the transport program QP1 (NG3 groups)
a first approximation of the two-dimensional fluxes is
given by CODIFF, the definitive results are calculated by
QP1 (NG3 groups)

Remarks:
• Only the two modules STARTO and DEFINE need input data. If both modules
are used in a given job, two blocks of input data must be given after the CALL
command each of them being terminated with END (comment). Example:
CALL (STARTO, DEFINE, . . . , . . . )
input for STARTO
END ( s t a r t o )
input for DEFINE

END (define)
• Before calling TIMESTEP, it is necessaxy to tell the code whether a two-dimensional
calculation was done or just a cell calculation. If only a cell calculation was
done in a preceding CALL, the following command is correct:
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CALL (DEFINE, CELL(NOMICROG), TIMESTEP)
If the two-dimensional fluxes have already been calculated, the burnup calculation can be called by:
CALL (DEFINE, TWODIM(JUMP), TIMESTEP)
It is not allowed to go directly from DEFINE to TIMESTEP:
CALL (DEFINE, TIMESTEP): is not allowed.
• If the module MACRO is used, a two-dimensional array for the calculation of the
mean fluxes per material (GEOMETRY (BOXOL, . . . ) , see page 3.36) has to be
defined.
• If the calculation of the resonance cross sections is done, the calculation of the
NG1 group fluxes must be performed:
CELL (NOGROUP)

or

CELL (SLOFIN, NOGROUP):

not allowed

S o m e examples:
• CALL (DEFINE, CELL) : cell calculation. The cross section library must be
attached under the name BOXRAN.
• CALL (DEFINE, TWODIM(CODIFF,QP1)): two-dimensional flux calculation, CODIFF
giving the first flux guess for the transport module QP1.
• CALL (STARTO, CELL, MACRO, TWODIM(CODIFF,qPl), TIMESTEP): continuation of a former calculation, all input data being taken from a restart case.
• END (BOXER): last card of the input deck.

2.1

2

Manipulation of the files: module STARTO

The manipulation of files and interfaces is governed by input blocks of the form:
name (list of parameters)
name is one of 8 keywords denned hereafter. The next list is the actual list of keywords, and it gives a short explanation of each command:
DEFCASE
NEWBLOCK
RESTART
RANTOSEQ
SEQTORAN
PURGE
LIST
END

: Characterising the next case
: Storing the actual results
: Retrieving a former ca^e to continue the calculation
: Copying a file from random access form into sequential form
: Copying a file from sequential form into random access form
: Eliminating data from a file
: Getting a content list of t h e d a t a on a file
: Terminating t h e input list of STARTO

These c o m m a n d s a r e explained in detail below.

2.2
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2. Manipulation of the Hies: module STARTO

Identification of a new case: block DEFCASE

This block permits the characterisation of a new case in such a way that it will be
possible to recall it, and to use it for interpolation purposes in the code CORCOD.
The form is:
DEFCASE (nrc, nrs, var\=Xi, var2=x2, ....)
nrc .-Integer number of the configuration (1 < nrc < 999999999). nrc must always
be given (as long as DEFCASE is used!). In connection with CORCOD and SILWER
nrc should be defined as:
nrc = 10000 • / + 100 • J + A', with:
/: arbitrary integer number (0 < / < 99999)
J: type of fuel assembly (1 < J < 99)
K = 0/1: without/with control rod.
nrs .-integer number of the calculation (1 < nrs < 99).
At each occurrence of NEWBLOCK (see below), nrs will be increased by 1.
If no other parameters are given in the list DEFCASE, nrs can also be omitted
(default value in this case = 1 ) .
varj :one of the following names, which define the actual list of keywords:
POWER, TIME, TPMOD, VOID, BORON, HISTVOID, TPFUEL, XEDENS.
Any of these names may be omitted. The definition must be compatible with
the use in the 3-dimensional code SILWER. (For the definition of the parameter
names, see Table 2.1, p. 2.6).
Xj : actual value of the parameter vary (these values are used for the interpolation
in the correlation code CORCOD). Default values: x,- = 0.0, but for TPMOD and
TPFUEL: x, = -1000.0
Remarks:
nrc is also used in the module GENCOR for the identification of a block of condensed
group constants. But nrs is used only for numbering different restart blocks of the
same configuration (it is not used in GENCOR).
Example:

DEFCASE (202, 1, P0WER=40, TPFUEL=600, B0R0N=500)

2.2 Storage of a new case: block NEWBLOCK
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Storage of a new case: block NEWBLOCK

This command allows t h e storage of a calculated case on t h e file INIRAN so that it
will be possible to retrieve it to continue the calculation:
NEWBLOCK (

)

or

NEWBLOCK)

T h e list in parentheses has no significance for t h e code (it may be an arbitrary
comment). This order must appear directly after the calculation whose results are
to b e stored.
Example:

2.3

NEWBLOCK (12340,4)

Restart of a stored case: block RESTART

To run further a stored case the following command has to be given:
RESTART (nrc, nrs)
The block nrs of the configuration numbered nrc is copied from INIRAN to INIACT.
If some informations are already stored on INIACT, they will be overwritten.
nrc: number of the configuration (must be given).
nrs: number of the case. Default value: nrs = 1.
The definition of nrc and nrs must be compatible with that in the block DEFCASE.
Remarks:
• The command RESTART will overwrite the case number which may have been
defined by DEFCASE. If DEFCASE and RESTART have to appear in the same input
deck, the command RESTART should precede DEFCASE.
• It is generally not allowed to modify the cross section library between NEWBLOCK
and RESTART: the date and time of the creation of the cross section library is
compared with the one of the stored case which has to be restarted. If the
cross section library was modified in between, the code will stop.
For special calculations this check can be suppressed by adding the parameter
NODATE in the parameter list:
RESTART (nrc, nrs, NODATE)
But if the new library does not contain the same nuclide list as the former
one, the code will crash...
Example:

RESTART (12340, 4)

The 4-th stored block of the configuration numbered 12340 is copied from INIRAN
to INIACT.

2.4
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2. Manipulation of the files: module STARTO

Transfer between sequential and random access files

The modules of BOXER work exclusively on random access files. For various reasons
(compression of the information, transfer to another computer system, storage, etc.)
it may be useful to get the data on sequential files. The transfer is ordered by two
commands:
RANTOSEQ (interface): random access to sequential
SEQTORAN (interface): sequential to random access
interface has to be one of both interface names: INI or GEN (For the interface names,
a maximum of 3 characters is checked).
Example:

RANTOSEQ (iniran)

2.5 Purging information out of the interfaces: block PURGE
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Purging information out of the interfaces: block PURGE

Stored cases that are no longer used may be purged out of the interfaces by means
of the following command:
PURGE (interface, vari = ax, b1; var2 = a 2 , b2, ...)

interface : one of the two interface names INI or GEN (For the interface names, a
maximum of 3 characters is checked). If the interface being considered is
contained only on the sequential file, the command: SEQTORAN (interface),
is executed prior to PURGE.
vari
:one of the parameter names described in Table 2.1 (p. 2.6)
a,: lower boundary of this parameter
b,
: upper boundary of this parameter
All stored cases whose parameter values are in the range defined by the list (or by
the default values) will be eliminated.
The command can also be used in a condensed (but more dangerous) form:
PURGE (interface, NRLIST = na, nb)

All cases stored at the positions na through nb ace removed from the list. If: na =
nb, the command can be shortened:
PURGE (interface, NRLIST = na)
Remarks:
1. Condition for every parameter var,-: b,- > a,2. If b; = a,-, b{ may be omitted: var,- = a,-.
3. interface must be the first name in the list. Afterwards the parameters may
appear in an arbitrary sequence.
4. Every parameter may be omitted (except interface)
o. The values of the parameters must be consistent with the ones used in DEFCASE.
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Table 2.1: List of the parameter names for the command PURGE

var

NRCONF
NRCALC

definition

default value
a

b

1
1

999999999

configuration number
99 case number

The 8 foIlowing pauameters caii only be used with the command:
PURGE ( GENRAN,
POWER
TIME
TPMOD
VOID
BORON
HISTVO
TPFUEL
XEDENS

-1.0E38
-1.0E38
-1.0E38
-1.0E38
-1.0E38
-1.0E38
-1.0E38
-1.0E38

1.0E3S
1.0E38
1.0E38
1.0E38
1.0E3S
1.0E38
1.0E38
1.0E38

power density
burnup (modified in TIMESTEP)
moderator temperature
water density
poison concentration
burnup weighted water density
fuel temperature
density of xenon (calculated in GEWCOR)

Examples:
PURGE (GENRAN, P0WER=50,80, BORON=500,1000)
PURGE (INIRAN, NRC0=202,NRCA=2)
PURGE (GENRAN, NRLIST=8)

2.6 List of the contents of the interfaces: block LIST
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List of the contents of the interfaces: block LIST

A table of contents of the 3 files INIRAN, GENRAN and BDXRAN can be obtained with
the command:
LIST (interface)
interface must be one of the 3 names INI, GEN or BOX (For the interface names, a
maximum of 3 characters is checked). If the interface being considered is contained
only on the sequential file, the command: SEQTORAN (interface), is executed prior to
LIST.
Example:

2.7

LIST (BOXRAN)

End of the input list for STARTO: block END.

The last command of the input deck of STARTO must be:
END (comment)

or

END)

The comment is arbitrary.
Example:

END (STARTO)

3.1
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Definition of a new configuration (input for DEFINE)

All data that are necessary for the computation of a new configuration have to be
transmitted to BOXER through 15 input blocks which are called by their block
names. The blocks may appear in an arbitrary order, but if a block reads in data
which are used by a second block, of course the second block has to appear after the
former in the block sequence. A block may be called many times.
The form of a block is:
block (list of parameters)
The following list is the actual list of keywords, and it gives a short explanation of
each block:
1.

OPTIONS

number of meshes, single values, tolerances.

2.

PRINTOUT

options chosen for the output.

3.

MATERIAL

nuelide densities in the different materials.

4.

FUELTEMP

modification of the temperature of fuel containing materials.

5. MODPOWER

modification of the power density and the associated
Xenon density in all fuel containing materials.

6. DECAY

modification of the isotopic densities due to the radioactive decay in all fuel containing materials.

7. GROUPS

condensation scheme of the energy groups.

8. CELLTYPE

dimensions of the cell types, options of the cell calculation.

9. CELLCALCUL
10. HETEROGENEOUS

choice of the cell types to be calculated.
list of homogeneous materials composing the heterogeneous materials.

11. MACROSCOPIC
12. WEIGHTS

macroscopic group constants.

13. GEOMETRY

description of the two-dimensional geometry, definition
of the regions for the spatial condensation.

14. SOURCE
15. PINPOWER

fixed source in each mesh of the grid.

16. END

last card of the input deck for DEFINE

fission spectrum, weighting functions for the buckling,
the poison density or the albedo.

geometrical data for the calculation of the power density and the Dancoff factors in each fuel cell of the fuel
assembly.

These commands are explained in detail below.
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3. Definition of a new configuration (input for DEFINE)

Options and single value parameters: block OPTIONS

The form of this input block is:
OPTIONS (list 1 , list 2 , . . . )
The lists have the form:
name = v, or:

name = vi, v^, ...

The list of the general parameters with their meaning is given in Table 3.1. A
superscript (for instance IMA1)) means that the remarks at the bottom of the table
give some more information on that parameter.
Giving a name defines a position in the list of parameters where the value v is to be
stored. If multiple values are given, they are stored one after the other in the list of
values, according to the sequence in Table 3.1.
Examples:
For a simple cell calculation with a known buckling:
OPTION (NITMIC=1, CELLBU=5.32-3)
For a two-dimensional calculation with burnup:
OPTIONS (IMA=15,15,15,15,1, N0UTIT=20,5, TW0DBUCK=3.6E-4,
IS0TIP=92235,l,l, LBURN=1, P0WER=23, N0BURN=5,
CELLBUCK=0.01, DELTAT=100, T0LKEFF=l.E-5,l.E-4)

3.1 Options and single value parameters: block OPTIONS
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Table 3.1: General parameters
position

name

default
value

definition

The parameters 1-16 characterise the two-dimensional calculation:
1
2

4
5

IMA1)
JMA1)

0
0

1MB1)

0

JMB1)
LSYM

0
0

number of meshes in the x-direction
number of meshes in the y-direction
IMA and JMA must be given if the grid for the BOXOL
geometry is defined
the same as IMA and JMA, but when the grid for the
TWODIM geometry is defined
symmetry of the two-dimensional array:
LSYM = 0: no symmetry
= 1: symmetry with regard to the main
diagonal
= 2: symmetry with regard to the second
diagonal
= 3: symmetry with regard to both diagonals
Note: LSYM = 2 or 3 brings no benefit in QP1

Boundary conditions (BC) at the designated boundaries:

6
7
8
9

LLBOUWD
LTBOUND
LRBOUND
LBBOUND

10

LSEARCH

2
2
2
9

BC at the left boundary (y = 0)
BC at the top boundary (x = 0)
BC at the right boundary (y = ymax)
BC at the bottom boundary (x = xTOai)
if LJB = 1: flux $ = 0 (does not work in QPl)
= 2: current J = 0
= 3: albedo /? given
iteration method used in the calculation of the twodimensional fluxes:
If LSEARCH = 0: fixed source (no variation of kefr)5)
= 1: iteration on keff
= 2: iteration on the poison density
= 3: iteration on the buckling
= 4: iteration on the albedo
Note: if LSEARCH = 4, at least one of the boundary
conditions L_B must be = 3
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Table 3.1: General parameters (cont.)
position

name

default
value

definition

11
12
13

NOUTITER
NINNITER
NQPN

15
10
1

maximum number of outer iterations
maximum number of inner iterations
order of the spatial approximation of the source in

14

LPROX

0

QPl (it can be 0 or 1)
probabilities in BDXDL:

15

LDMQD

0

16

NTRASL

2

17

LGENDIF2)

0

18

NBTRAJEC

5000

19

KINETICS

0

20

CORFILE

2

0/1 = out of a table/calculated
adjustment of the diffusion coefficients in CQDIFF:
0/1 = no/yes
order of the spatial polynomials for the source in
one-dimensional transport calculation in MACRO (0 <
NTRASL < 10)
choice between 2 methods for calculating the mean
group constants for the reflector in GENCOR:
0/1 = flux-volume weighting/DT method
number of trajectories used to calculate the Dancoff
factors in DAHOCA

if KINETICS is greater than 0, the kinetics parameters
3 and A are calculated for the cell types
storage of the condensed results onto the file GENRAN:
CQRFILE = 1: macroscopic group constants
= 2: same as 1, and densities of the heavy
nuclides
= 3: same as 2, and microscopic cross
sections
= 4: only the coupling matrices
For CORFILE = 2 or 3, the coupling matrices for the
burnup sensitive nuclides are copied from BOXRAN
to GENRAN if they are not already there.

3.1 Options and single value parameters: block OPTIONS
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Table 3.1: General parameters (cont.)
position

name

default
value

10~4

21
22
23

TOLKEFF
TOLFLUX
KEFF

24
25
26
27
28

POISON
TWODBUCK
ALBEDO
ISOPOISON
ISOTIP

29
30

ITIP
JTIP

0
0

31

NITGENCOR

5

io-

3

1.0

0.0
0.0
1.0
0
0

definition

precision of keff (2D)

precision of the flux per mesh interval (2D)
first guess of the multiplication factor keff (2D).
If LSEARCH ^ 1, this value will not be modified by the
code.
homogeneous poison density in 2D array (1024/cm3)
buckling in the 2D array (cm~2)
albedo at the boundary of the 2D array
name of the nuclide used as homogeneous poison
name of the nuclide used as reference for the axial
power distribution (TIP curves)
ITIP and JTIP are the coordinates of the mesh
interval where the TIP detector is placed. If they are
0. no TIP detector is considered.
number of iterations in the B n calculation in
GENCOR/GENBN.

32

ASTMIN

0.07

33

TOLASYMP

0.5

34
35

0
0

minimum value of £ a / S t for the modification of the
diffusion coefficients in CODIFF
criterion for the asymptotic extrapolation in
QPl (with a greater value there will be more
extrapolations)
(not yet defined)
(not yet defined)
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Table 3.1: General parameters (cont.)

position

name

default
value

definition

The parameters 36-50 set up the burnup calculation (module TIMESTEP):
36

LBURN

0

37

NORMPW6)

0

38

POWER

-1.0

39

URANIUM

0.0

40

DELTAT3)

0.0

41

TIME

0.0

42

T0LP0WER

10"3

43

NTIMD

10

44

NTIMF

3

45

NTIMIT

4

If LBURN < 0: a burnup calculation is not foreseen
> 0: the cross sections of all burnupsensitive nuclides are prepared
(If the module TIMESTEP is called, LBURN is automatically set to 1)
edit region number where the power is to be normalised and the burnup is calculated:
If NORMPW = 0: this normalisation and calculation is
performed in the whole configuration,
mean power density in the region denned by NORMPW.
If POWER > 0: (MWatt/metric ton of heavy metals)
< 0: (MWatt/m 3 )
density of the heavy metals (g/cm 3 ) as a mean value
over the region defined by NORMPW. If URANIUM is not
given, it will be calculated by the module DENSIT (if
this module is executed),
duration of the next burnup step:
If DELTAT > 0: (MWd/metric ton of heavy metals)
< 0: (days)
time at the beginning of the next burnup step (the
units must be the same as for DELTAT)
precision of the flux expansion in polynomials of the
time (in module TIMESTEP)
number of terms for the expansion of the isotopic densities as polynomials of the time (NTIMD > 3)
number of terms for the expansion of the flux per material as polynomials of the time (NTIMF > 1). With
a value of 0, the flux is kept constant over a time step
(In this case the power varies over the time step),
maximum number of iterations over the power as a
function of the time (NTIMIT > 1)

3.1 Options and single value parameters: block OPTIONS
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Table 3.1: General parameters (cont.)
position

46

name

NTIMST

default
value

1

definition

minimum number of micro-steps (subdivision of
DELTAT; NTIMST > 1)

47

NTIMXS

3

number of terms for the expansion of the microscopic
cross sections as functions of the isotopic density
(NTIMXS > 1)

48

NOBURN

49
50

TIMFLUX4)
TIMCOR

0
0.5
0.5

name of any material in which the nuclide densities
are not modified during the burnup
mixing factor between flux and absorption
used in mixing the predictor and corrector results in
TIMESTEP:
results = TIMCDR-corrector + (1 - TIMCOR)-predictor

The para meters 51-5' [ are reserved for the calculation of the cell types:
51
52
53

TOLCTH7'
TOLCF7)
CELLBUCK

54

NITMIC

10"3
10"3
10"3

5

precision of the flux in the thermal energy range
precision of the flux in the epithermal energy range
buckling (cm" 2 ) for the cell calculation in MICOND
(only for the cell types with white boundary
conditions)
if NITMIC > 1: first guess (it is modified in MICOND)
maximum number of iterations for the buckling
search in MICOND (only for the cell types with white
boundary conditions) (NITMIC > 0).
If NITMIC = 0: keff is not calculated in MICOND

= 1: calculation with a fixed buckling
(CELLBUCK)

55

0

(not yet defined)

Remarks:
1. On the BOXER output, the x- or /-direction points to the bottom of the
page, while the y- or ./-direction points to the right.
Definition of only one mesh interval in one direction is allowed (for printout
reasons this direction should be the x-direction).
In CODIFF there is a one-dimensional program. For QP1, if there is only one
mesh interval in one direction, this mesh interval should be very broad (optical
length > 10) to avoid convergence difficulties.
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2. If LGENDIF = 1, then the following conditions have to be fulfilled:
• TQLFLUX = 10~4
• TWODBUCK = 0
• The MEANS grid should have two regions with identification numbers between 1 and 9.
• The reflector region should not contain any fissile material (the group
constant v • £/ should be smaller than 10~8/cm)
3. If the sign of DELTAT is changed, the code begins a new burnup calculation
putting to 0 the variable TIME (no. 41). Only the densities on MASTIN(3) are
preserved (the next time step will be a predictor step).
4. During a burnup step there are two different options which can be used:
• the flux distribution over the materials is kept constant,
• the absorption distribution over the materials is kept constant.
The parameter TIMFLUX mixes both options:
Results = TIMFLUX-( const ant flux) + (1 - TIMFLUX)-(constant absorption)
5. In the case: LSEARCH = 0, the fixed source must be given through the input
block SOURCE.
The fluxes are not normalised to POWER (see parameter no. 3S). The normalisation can be forced in a second run, according to the following example:
c a l l (define, . . . , twodim)
options ( . . . , lsearch=0, . . . ) end (define)
c a l l (define, twodim(jump))
options (lsearch=l, power=... ) end (define)
end (boxer)
6. As an example, it is possible to burn a MOX fuel assembly surrounded by
normal UO2 assemblies. The group constants condensed over the MOX assembly should be interpolated over the burnup of the MOX assembly itself,
and not over that of the whole configuration. NORMPW allows to define this
special region.
7. The default values given for the parameters TOLCTH and TOLCF assure a precision of about 0.1% on koo of the cell calculation. If differences of koo or of keflare to be done, like for instance in the calculation of the Doppler coefficient, a
better accuracy is needed. To improve the accuracy of the resonance shielding
calculation, the value of TOLCF should be reduced.

3.2 Choice of the output: block PRINTOUT

3.2

Choice of the output: block PRINTOUT

The command PRINTOUT allows the declaration of the output options. The form of
this input block is:
PRINTOUT (list 1, list 2, ...)

The lists have the form:
name = v or:

name = v1; v2, ...

The output options are defined in Table 3.2. If a parameter is equal to 0. the corresponding output is suppressed. A superscript (for instance RELPOWER2)) means
that the remarks at the bottom of the table give some more information on that
parameter.
Giving a name defines a position in the list of parameters where the value v is to be
stored. If multiple values are given, they are stored one after the other in the list of
values, according to the sequence in Table 3.2.
Example:
PRINTOUT (NG2CR0=0,0, MEANFL=0, MIC0ND=2, CRITA=1, MATFLU=0, TW0DFL=0)

3. Definition of a new configuration (input for DEFINE)
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Table 3.2: Choice of the output of BOXER

position

name

default
value

1
2
3

INPUT
OPTIONS
ISOBAL

1
1
0

4

DENSITIES

1

5
6
7
8

HETMAT
GROUPS
SOURCE
CELLTYPES

1
1
1
1

9

GEOBOXOL

0

10

GEOTWODIM

1

11
12
13

GEOMEANS
NG2CR0SS
NG3CR0SS

1
0
1

14

PREBURN

0

15
16

MEANFLUX
MICOND

1
2

definition

input data
general parameters
isotopewise neutron balance in PREBURN
ISOBAL = 1: neutron balance in NG4 groups
(or in 1 group if NG4 is not defined)
= 2: neutron balance in NG3 and NG4 groups
isotopic densities in the homogeneous materials
(module DEFINE) and mean densities in the heterogeneous materials (module DENSIT)
composition of the heterogeneous materials
energy groups
fixed source in each mesh from input block SOURCE
geometry of the cell types (module DEFINE) and mean
densities per type (module DENSIT)
geometry of the two-dimensional grid for the NG2
group calculation (module MEANFLUX)
same as GEOBOXOL for the NG3 group calculation
(module TWODIM)
distribution of the condensation regions in NG4 groups
group constants in NG2 groups
NG3CR0SS = 1: group constants in NG3 groups
= 2: same as 1, and diffusion coefficients
used in QP1 to calculate the axial
leakage
reaction rates in PREBURN
PREBURN = 1: condensed to one group
= 2: same as 1, and in NG3 groups1*
mean flux per material (module BOXOL)
flux and reaction rates per cell type in MICOND:
MICOND = 1: only koo, keff and reaction rates in one
group
= 2: same as 1, and reaction rates in NG1
groups
= 3: same as 2, and flux in each zone

3.2 Choice of the output: block PRINTOUT
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Table 3.2: Choice of the output of BOXER (cont.)
position

name

default

definition

value

17

CRITA

2

output of CRITA for each heterogeneous
material:
CRITA = 1: only k^
= 2: group constants and reaction rates
in NG2 groups
= 3: same as 2, and absorption, production and fission rates for each
nuclide
= 4: same as 3, and fluxes and microscopic reaction rates in one group
for each nuclide (normalised to
POWER)

= 5: same as 3. and fluxes and microscopic reaction rates in NG2 groups
for each nuclide (normalised to
POWER)

18

RELPOWER2)

19

MACRO

1

20

CELLBALANCE

0

0,0,0,0

2D power distribution after normalisation in a
domain defined by 4 mesh line numbers which
have to be given here: ipa, ipb, jpa, jpb. If
all four parameters are given as 0, a preceding
declaration is cancelled.
flux in each homogeneous material appearing in
the 2D configuration (in module MACRO)

neutron balance in the cell type, and outgoing
current for the cell types with white boundary conditions (in MICROTHERM, SLMTHR and
BWRCONTROL)
two-dimensional fluxes (module POWER)
two-dimensional power distribution (module
POWER)

21
22

TWODFLUX
TWODPOWER

1
1

23
24

MATPOWER
MATREACTIONS

1
1

power density in each material (module POWER)
reaction rates and fluxes in each material (mod-

25
26

NG4CROSS
TWODBALANCE3)

1

ule POWER)
group constants in NG4 groups (module POWER)

1

neutron balance in the two-dimensional calculation (modules CODIFF and QP1)
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Table 3.2: Choice of the output of BOXER (cont.)

position

27

name

default
value

DMDDBAL

1

28
29

GEMCQR

0
1

30

TIMESTEP

2

definition

neutron balance in the adjustment of the diffusion
coefficients (module CODIFF)
(not yet defined)
output of the condensation module GENCOR:
GENCOR = 0: general parameters of the condensed
group constants
= 1: mean isotopic densities
= 2: same as 1, and cross sections (macroscopic and microscopic)
isotopic densities in module TIMESTEP:
TIMESTEP = 1: mean corrected densities and nuelide
weights relative to the initial fuel
loading
= 2: same as 1. and corrected densities in
each material (if no corrector step was
executed: predicted densities)
= 3: same as 2, and predicted and corrected mean densities
= 4: same as 3. and predicted and corrected densities in each material

Remarks:
1. The microscopic reaction rates in NG3 groups from PREBURN are calculated with
the fluxes from CDGRD, while the one-group reaction rates are calculated with
the two-dimensional fluxes from POWER. Thus the sum over the former does
generally not agree with the latter.
2. The parameter RELPOWER allows defining a particular domain of the twodimensional array where the power distribution will be normalised to 1. Four
mesh line numbers are required for this definition, and they must fulfill the
conditions:

0 < ipa. < ipb < imb and

0 < jpa. < jpb < jmb

Of course imb and jmb must have been previously defined.
3. For test purposes TWODBALANCE can be = 2: it produces the printout of the
probabilities and flux moments in QPl.

3.3 Isotopic densities in the materials: block MATERIAL
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Isotopic densities in the materials: block MATERIAL

The isotopic densities of the homogeneous materials are given through input blocks
of the form:
MATERIAL (no, option, list of

parameters)

no
: material number (1 < no < 999)
option : form chosen for the data
list
: list of the data (depends on the option chosen)
List of t h e option keywords: FUEL, WATER, ISOTOPE, CLAD, SAME, MIXTURE
Remarks:
1. If the density of a nuclide is < 10~10 atoms/(barn-cm), this nuclide will not
be taken into account for the calculation of the pointwise flux in SLDFIN.
2. If the density is < 10~12 atoms/(barn-cm) for a resonance nuclide, its cross
sections will be taken directly from the cross section library (infinite dilution:
no resonance shielding will be calculated in SLOFIN).
3. If the list of the materials is modified during a burnup calculation, the value
of the burnup is cancelled: TIME = 0 (see table 3.1, p. 3.6).
4. If a material with number no is defined twice, all old isotopic densities are put
to 0 before defining the new densities. To modify some isotopic densities in a
given material no, see option SAME.
5. If, i-1 A given material, the temperature t is outside the range of the list of
the temperatures of the thermal scattering matrices and the resonance cross
sections for some nuclides of the cross section library, the extremal temperature
of the library is retained instead of t (no extrapolation is done). Inside this
range the cross sections are interpolated over the temperature.

3.14
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For a common material: option = ISOTOPE

In this case the form of the input block is:
MATERIAL (no, ISOTOPE, TEMPERATURE = t. UNIT = u.
L I S T = ixi,Xl, Jr2,*2, •••,•••,

TRACES = itl,it2, ...,...,
REPLACE = i,.!,^, ir2,r2, ...,...)
Actual list of keywords: TEMPERATURE, UNIT, LIST, TRACES, REPLACE
Definition of t h e parameters:
t: temperature (°C) (default value = 20°C)
u = GRAMS: the nuclide densities in the list are given in g/cm 3 (default value)
u = ATOMS: the densities are given in units of 1024 atoms/cm 3
j'x,-: identification of the i-th isotope in the list.
x,-: density of the i-th isotope (the units are defined by u).
The parameters LIST and UNIT may appear many times, so the units may be changed
from one list to another.
With TRACES it is possible to put some nuclides (identification of the i-th nuclide =
iti) into the material to get microscopic reaction rates. The density of each nuclide
is 10~ u atoms/(barn-cm).
If a nuclide appears many times in different lists, the final density will be the sum
of all partial densities. REPLACE has the same significance as LIST but the new densities n replace the old ones instead of being added.
Example:

MATERIAL (60, ISOTOPE, T=275.5, LIST=40000,6.55)

3.3 Isotopic densities in the materials: block MATERIAL
3.3.2

Isotopic densities in fuel: option

3.15

= FUEL

The form of the block is:
MATERIAL (no, FUEL, TEMPERATURE = t, DENSITY = d, TYPE = tp. UNIT = u,
PART = x, LIST = i a i,ai, i a2 ,a 2 , . . . , . . . ,
PART = y, LIST = ibubu JMik, . . . . . . .

OTHERS = L ^ , iz2,z2,
TRACES

=

-f^]» ^-tii •m • •) • •

REPLACE = iri,ri, ir2,r2,
GADOL = w)
Actual list of keywords:
TEMPERATURE, DENSITY, TYPE, UNIT, PART, GADOL, OTHERS, REPLACE, TRACES,
LIST
This option is useful not only for the fuel materials, but generally when there is a
mixture of chemical elements each of them with a complicated isotopic vector.
The first 3 parameters TEMPERATURE, DENSITY and TYPE, if they appear, must be
placed at the beginning. Their definition and that of UNIT can be taken from Table
3.3.
Table 3.3 : Definition of the first 4 parameters in t h e input option FUEL
parameter

default
value

definition

TEMPERATURE
DENSITY
TYPE

20.0
10.0
OXIDE

temperature of the material (°C)
total density (g/cm 3 )
tp = OXIDE: fuel in dioxide form (UO 2 , P u O 2 , . . . )
= METAL: metallic fuel
= CARBIDE: fuel in monocarbide form (UC, P u C , . . . )
= NITRIDE: fuel in mononitride form (UN, P u N , . . . )
u = WPC: t h e nuclide densities in the following lists
are given in weight-% ( w /o)
= APC: t h e densities are given in atoms-%

UNIT1)

WPC

*' Notice: the definition of UNIT is not the same here as in block ISOTOPE

The name PART introduces a list of isotopes (for instance U or Pu):
x, y, ...

: relative density of the first, second, . . . list of isotopes (relative part of
the total density d). taking into account the full molecule (for instance
UO2).
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iai: hi-. • • • '• identification of the i-th isotope in the first, second, ... list. A list cannot
contain more than 10 isotopes,
a,-, bi, ... ".quantity of the i-th isotope in the first, second, ...list (the units are
defined by u).
OTHERS allows the addition of nuclides other than those of the PART lists:
izi
Z{

: identification.
: density of nuclide i-,- relative to the total density d.

With GADOL it is possible to add an amount wof Gd2O3 to the fuel (wis also relative
to the total density d). The code calculates the isotopic densities of the different
isotopes of Gd: it distinguishes between the following possibilities according to the
nuclides present in the cross section library:
• All the stable isotopes of Gd exist on the library. The density of Gd2O3 is
partitioned between them according to their respective atomic weights ( a /°) :
152Q d

154Q d

15SQd

156Q d

157 G d

0.20

2.18

14.80

20.47

15.65

• If the isotope
one of 154Gd:

152

24.84

21.86

Gd does not exist on the library, its density is added to the
154

Gd: 2.38 a/o

The density of the other Gd isotopes is the same as before.
• If the even mass Gd isotopes are not on the library, it is assumed that the
library contains the pseudo-fission products (PFP) 23502 and 23503 (slowly
saturating and non-saturating fission products of 235U from ENDF/B-3). The
missing Gd isotopes are replaced with an equivalent mass of these PFP in
order to get the same absorption.
Remarks:
1. The 3 general parameters TEMPERATURE. TYPE and DENSITY must be defined
first. The order of appearance is arbitrary. They may be omitted.
2. UNIT may appears many times (the units of the different LIST may differ from
each other).
3. The LIST parameter must follow PART (except that UNIT may be placed in
between).
4. The words PART, OTHERS, TRACES, REPLACE and GADOL may appear one time or
many times, in an arbitrary order. They also may be omitted. Each time PART,
OTHERS or TRACES appear, the isotopic densities are added. With REPLACE they
are replaced.
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5. Check: x + y + ... + £,- z,- + £fe J"fc + «' = i-0
If this condition is not satisfied, the code will not notice it, but the real density
of the material will of course be different from the given density d.
Examples:
MATERIAL (10, FUEL, D=10.171, T=600, PART=1.0,
LIST=92235,3.5, 92238,96.5)
MATERIAL (20, FUEL, T=590, D=10.2, PART=0.97,
LIST=92235,3.0, 92238,97.0, GADDL=.O3)

/ 3.0 w/o UD2 fuel poisoned with 3 w/o Gd203
MATERIAL (15, FUEL, D=10.3, T=600, TYPE=0XIDE,
PART=0.93, LIST=92235,3.5, 92238,96.5, UNIT=APC,
PART=0.04, LIST=94239,60, 94240,25, 94241,13.5, 94242,1.5,
GAD0L=0.03)

3.1S
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Isotopic densities in water: option WATER

This option gives an easy way to define the isotopic densities of water. The input
block has the form:
MATERIAL (no, WATER, PRESSURE = p, TEMPERATURE = t, VOID = v, UNIT = u,
PPM = ixi,xi, ix2,x2, . . . , . . . ,
OTHERS = iz\.Z\. iz2.z2. • • •, - • •,
TRACES = i n . i12, . . . . . . . .
REPLACE = i n A , ir2,r2, . . . , . . . )
Actual list of keywords:
PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, VOID, UNIT, OTHERS, TRACES, REPLACE, PPM
p: pressure (bar = 105 Pascal) (default value: 1.0)
t: temperature (°C) (default value: 20°C)
v: relative steam volume (0.0 < v < 1.0) (default value: 0.0)
The list PPM allows the definition of nuclides whose densities are proportional to the
water density:
ixi : identification of the i-th nuclide of the list
X{ : relative density of the i-th nuclide (in ppm: 10~6 of the water density)
No more than 10 nuclides may be defined in the list PPM.
The other options UNIT, REPLACE and TRACES have the same definition as in the
option ISOTOPE; the parameter OTHERS has the same significance as the parameter
LIST.
Remarks:
1. Hydrogen and oxygen must be present on the cross section library.
2. If the parameter VOID is given, the pressure should be omitted. In any case
the value returned will be replaced by the value at saturated conditions (p <
Psaturation)- If the water density has to be reduced when p > pSaturation, the
option SAME (see below) can be used.
Examples:
MATERIAL (30, WATER) / pure water at 20 dgc
MATERIAL (101, WATER, P=158.8, T=300, PPM=5000,500)/500 ppm nat.boron

3.3 Isotopic densities in the materials: block MATERIAL
3.3.4
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Homogenisation of gap and clad: option CLAD

In a cylindrical fuel rod there is normally a gap between the fuel and the clad. It
is customary to homogenise this gap with the surrounding clad. The input option
CLAD calculates the reduction of the clad density due to the smearing of gap and
clad. The form of the input block is:
MATERIAL (no, CLAD, FUELDI
CLADOD
LIST =
TRACES

= f. CLADTH = th, GAP = g, CLADID = p,
= q, TEMPERATURE = t, UNIT = u,
icH.di, id2,d2. .... ....
= itl, i <2 , . . . )

Actual list of keywords:
TEMPERATURE, FUELDIAMETER, CLADTHICKNESS, GAP, CLADOD, CLADID, UNIT,
LIST, TRACES
f
th
g
p
q

: fuel diameter (cm)
: clad thickness (cm)
: gap thickness (cm)
: inner diameter of the clad (cm)
: outer diameter of the clad (cm)

The other parameters have the same definition as in the option ISOTOPE.
5 parameters may be given for the definition of the gap and clad geometry, but only
3 are required for the smearing. The nuclide densities given in LIST are multiplied
by the factor C:

q'-P
Example:
MATERIAL (50, CLAD, FUELD=1.05, CLADTH=0.083, CLAD0D=1.24, T=310,
LIST=40000,6.55)
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Copying t h e composition of a material: option SAME

This option is used to give the same composition to different materials. The form
of the input block is:
MATERIAL {nref, SAME = nB, nb (TEMPERATURE = t, FD = f)
nc (TEMPERATURE = t, FD = f. UNIT = u,
TRACES = itl, it2. .... OTHERS = ixl,Xi,
REPLACE = irl.ru
ir2,r2, .... . . . ,

ix2;X2.

....

UNIT = v. . . . )
rid.

)

Actual list of keywords:
TEMPERATURE, FD, UNIT, TRACES, OTHERS, REPLACE
nref : number of a reference material already defined
na. nt,.: identification numbers of new materials which will be assigned the componc. nj sition of the reference material nref. A new number may be equal nref.
Giving a parameter list after the number (between parentheses) allows the
modification of the composition relative to the reference material.
f

: multiplication factor: all densities in nref are multiplied by f (but the new
densities which may be given through the lists OTHERS or REPLACE are not
modified).

The other parameters have the same definition as in option ISOTOPE; OTHERS has
the same significance as LIST.
Remarks:
1. The two parameters TEMPERATURE and FD have to appear first, if they are
present (but they may also be omitted).
2. The value of the units (default = GRAMS each time the option SAME is called)
will be preserved till the (new) appearance of UNIT.
3. The density of a nuclide appearing in the list OTHERS will be added. With
REPLACE the new density will replace the old one.
Examples:
MATERIAL (1, SAME=5 (UNIT=ATOMS, 0THERS=92235,l.E-9))/instrument, tube
MATERIAL (20, SAKE=201,202,203) / Gd203 in different zones

3.3 Isotopic densities in the materials: block MATERIAL
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Mixing materials: option MIXTURE

This option allows the mixing of some materials which are already defined:
MATERIAL (no. MIXTURE = n ^ . n 2 .v 2 .
, TEMPERATURE = t UNIT = u,
TRACES = in, i(2, . . . ,
OTHERS = ixi,xi, i l2 ,x 2 , . . . , . . . ,
REPLACE = i r l ,n, ir2,r2, . . . , . . . )
Actual list of keywords: TEMPERATURE, UNIT, TRACES, OTHERS, REPLACE
no : identification number of the new material.
re,- : identification number of a material already defined. If re,- = 0. the material is
considered as having a 0 density (that allows the smearing of a material with an
empty region).
Vi : mixing factor for the i-th material. The nuclide densities of material no are
defined as:

where j is a nuclide number.
t

: temperature (°C). If it is not given, it is calculated by means of a formula
analogous to that for the nuclide densities.

The other parameters have the same definition as in option ISOTOPE. OTHERS has
the same significance as LIST.

Example:
MATERIAL ( 2 , MIXTURE=101,11.0,60,10.0)/ can and i n s i d e water
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Temperature of fuel containing materials: block FUELTEMP

Giving the input block:
FUELTEMPERATURE (option = x)
the temperature tm of each material m where the density of the heavy nuclides is
greater than 0.02 g/cm 3 , will be modified:
• if: option = T: tm = x
• if: option = DT: tm ~* tm + x
Example:

FUELTEMP (T=550)

3.5 Power density and xenon density: block MODPOWER

3.5
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Power density and xenon density: block MODPOWER

With the input block:
MODPOWER (option = x)
the mean power density POWER in the configuration is modified:
• if: option = POWER: POWER = x
• if: option = FPOWER: POWER -*• x-POWER
In each material m where the density of the heavy nuclides is greater than 0.02
g/cm 3 , the density of all isobars of mass 135 with a half life smaller than 30 hours
(normally 135Xe, ev. also 135I) becomes the asymptotic value corresponding to the
new power density.
Remarks:
The new asymptotic density of each 135 isobar is calculated by comparison
with the old (existing) value. If this old value is not correct (for instance if the
density is not yet asymptotic), the new one will not be better.
The new isotopic density corresponds to the "predicted" density from
TIMESTEP.
In each material the new isotopic density Nn is calculated according to the
formula:
N

-

A+ a
N

A+

°*°

*"

$

$

Index o: old value
Index n: new value
A : decay constant read from the matrix of disintegration DESFP on the
BOXRAN library (see the library BOXRAN (2J3), general part, record
no. 5).
aa : microscopic absorption cross section of the isobar treated in the material
considered
Nk : density of the isobar treated in the material considered
$/t : flux in the material considered
Example:

MODPOWER (FP = 0.5)
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Radioactive decay: block DECAY

With the input block:
DECAY (time,

unit)

it is possible to give a time during which the radioactive nuclides are allowed to
decay. The densities of these nuclides and that of the daughter products will be
modified according to the list of couplings given by the disintegration matrices (see
the library BOXRAN (2.13), general part, records no. 5 and 6).
time: a real number
unit: unit of time. One of the following words is allowed:
SECONDS, MINUTES, HOURS, DAYS, YEARS
The default value of unit is YEARS
Example:

decay (5 y)

3.7 Definition of the energy groups: block GROUPS
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Definition of the energy groups: block GROUPS

The definition of energy groups and the condensation scheme of the groups are determined -with the following block:
GROUPS (name = ngi, NGF = ngR, NANISF = nanisf. NANIST = nanist,

FINEGROUPS = rii, n 2 , . . . . nngi)
Actual list of keywords:

NG2, NG3, NG4, NGF, NANISF, NANIST, FINEGR

name must be one of the following three words: NG2, NG3 or NG4. It must be the first
parameter in the block. The other parameters may be given in an arbitrary order
or be omitted, in which case the values will be ordered according to the above list.
The three energy group structures have to be defined in the order: NG2, NG3, NG4.
The I+l-th structure (characterised by NG(i+l)) cannot be declared as long as the
I-th structure (NGi) has not been defined. But if macroscopic group constants for
the two-dimensional modules are to be given in NG3 groups, the NG2 group structure
may be omitted.
ngi
: total number of energy groups (cannot exceed 200)
ngfi : number of epithermal groups
nanisf: order of the anisotropy of the scattering in the epithermal energy range (it
may be 0 or 1)
nanist: same as nanisf for the thermal energy range
If one of the parameters ngi to nanist is not given, it will be taken from a preceding
definition (if there is any). Before the first definition they are all = 0.
Concerning the condensation scheme FINEGRDUP for the I-th structure associated
with NGi: the groups nk-i + 1 to n;. of the (I-l)-th structure are to be condensed
into the k-th group of the I-th structure. The last number given must be equal to
the number of groups in the (I-l)-th structure: nngi(l) = ngi(l-l). If the number of
groups in a structure is the same as in the preceding structure, only the first parameter must be given (if the order of anisotropy decreases, it has also to be declared.
The order of anisotropy cannot increase.).
The actual cross section library has the limit between thermal and epithermal energy ranges at 1.3 eV, so the group 33 (of the 70 group structure) is the last group of
the epithermal range. This limit should be preserved through all the condensation
schemes (but a condensation to one group is also allowed).
The values of the structure NGI are taken from the cross section library.
Examples:
GROUPS (NG2=11,8,1,1, FINEGR=2,4,6,20,23,26,28,33,46,56,70)
GROUPS (NG3=l.t,8,l,l)
GROUPS (NG4=2,1,0,0, FINEGR=8,11)
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3. Definition of a new configuration (input for DEFINE)

Cell geometry: block CELLTYPE

The geometry of the cells is defined by the following block:
CELLTYPE (nrt, lista, MICRO = n 1 ; fc1: n2,
fa,.......,
RAD = rulu
r 2 , / 2 , . . . , . . . , listd)
or:
CELLTYPE (nrt, lista, MICRO = ni, &i, n 2 , fa,.
DELR = dr l 5 / 1; dr2, l2,...,...,
ii
nrt : Identification number of t h e cell type. Another cell type (or the same) may
serve as a base if nrt is replaced by the expression:

nrt = nry
nry: identification number of the reference cell type (which must be already
defined).
The value of nrt determines the character of the cell:
If: 0 < nrt < 100: cylindrical cell
If: nrt < 0: the cell is a BWR control rod
If: nrt > 100: slab cell
lista defines the general parameters of the cell type. It has the same format as the
lists in the block OPTIQNS:
name = n,

or

name = ni, n2, ...,

where name is t h e name of a parameter of t h e list in Table 3.4. T h e list of parameters
in Table 3.4 is t h e list of the actual keywords at the same time.

3.8 Cell geometry: block CELLTYPE
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Table 3.4: General parameters of the cell type
position

21'
3
4

name

default
value

NQTH

3
3
0

5

NASTH

0

6

NAFCT

1

7

NQF

0

S

NGAUA

0

9

NGAUB

10

DANC0FF2>

1.0

NBM
NBZ

definition

number of micro materials in the cell (nbm < nbz)
number of cylindrical zones (nbz < 50)
order of the spatial expansion of the scattering source
in MICROTHERM and SLMTHR (0 < nqth < 5)
order of the anisotropy of the scattering in
MICROTHERM and SLMTHR (0 < nasth < 1, nasth <

nqth)

10

order of the expansion of the angular flux in spherical
functions in BWRCONTR0L (0 < nafct < 5)
order of the spatial expansion of the scattering source
in SLDGRP (0 < nqf < 5) (for cylinder and slab only)
number of points for the Gaussian integration of the
collision probabilities Waa in SLOFIN
ngaua < 1: an analytical formula is used,
same as NGAUA for the collision probabilities Wah and
Wbb
ngaub < 1: analytical formula
dancof> 0.0: the cell array is square
< 0.0: the cell array is hexagonal
0.0 < |daacoi] < 1.0: the Dancoff factor calculated
in SLOFIN is multiplied by |dancoi] (for instance the
coupling for the cells at the boundary of the configuration can be reduced). If nrt < 0 or nrt > 100, the
sign of DANCOFF is discarded.

1) The parameter no. 1 is the cell type number nrt
2) The sign of DANCOFF is modified by the parameters HEXA and SQUARE, see Table 3.5
Notice: The parameter DANCOFF could be calculated through the module DAMOCA
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3. Definition of a new conjuration (input for DEFINE)
T a b l e 3.4: General parameters of t h e cell type (cont.)

position

name

default
value

11

REDUCE

2

12

REDZ

1

definition

number N of condensed zones for the resonance
calculation. In SLOFIN the pointwise calculation
of the flux is done in 2 or 3 zones. The innermost
one must contain resonance nuclides. If some resonance nuclides are present in t h e other zones, they
are considered as smooth nuclides. i.e. in infinite
dilution. N < 4.
condensation scheme of t h e zones. All zones until
zone no. redz(k) are smeared into one condensed
zone.

1<k <N ,

redz(N) = nbz

If REDUCE and REDZ are not given, the first (innermost) zone is assumed to be the resonance zone, all
other zones being condensed to the second (moderator) zone.
13
14
15
16

nbz
0
0
INFINITE

If this parameter is given, the cell type will be
calculated with white boundary conditions (useful
only for secondary cell types. The first cell type
declared is always calculated with white boundary
conditions).

With MICRO the materials declared in the input block HETEROGENEOUS (see below)
are assigned to the zones of the cell: all zones until zone fe,- are filled with the rii-th
material of the block HETEROGENEOUS.
RAD defines the radius of the cylindrical zones: the outer radius of the zone /{ is
r;. If r; > 0, all zones between r;_x and r,- will have the same area; if r,- < 0, they
will have the same thickness. If nrt > 100 (slab), the zones have always the same
thickness (the sign of r; does not matter).
The outer radius of the cell is normally defined by listi with the form:

name = v
The definition of the parameters of listd is given in Table 3.5.
Instead of the radii (given with RAD), it is possible to give the thickness of the zones

3.8 Cell geometry:

block CELLTYPE
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with DELR: dri is the total thickness of the zones between the limits /;_i and /,-.
can also be negative, the effect is the same as for r-j.
Table 3.5: Pitch of the cell array for the geometry of the cell types
position

1
2
3

name

definition

HEXA
cell pitch in hexagonal array (cm)
SQUARE cell pitch in square array (cm)
CRP
pitch of the absorbing pins in a B W R control rod (cm)

Only one of the parameters of listd may be defined. For cylindrical cells only HEXA
or SQUARE are allowed. For B W R control rods (nrt < 0) only CRP is allowed, and it
must be given. They are not allowed for slab cells (nrt > 100).
If one of t h e parameters HEXA or SQUARE is given, the sign of t h e parameter DANCOFF
is adjusted accordingly. In case of a B W R control rod the following conditions must
also be taken into account:
• nrt must be negative (nrt < 0 is t h e definition of a B W R control rod).
• r(inax — 1) is the distance between t h e symmetry plane of the absorbing pins
and t h e inner surface of the steel clad (see figure 3.1)
• J^max) is the distance between t h e symmetry plane of the absorbing pins and
the outer surface of the steel clad (see figure 3.1).

F i g u r e 3 . 1 : Details of t h e wing of a B W R control rod
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Remarks:
1. nrt must always be given and must always be the first parameter of the input
block.
2. The parameters of lista may be given in an arbitrary sequence. They may also
be omitted. In this case they will be taken from former definitions according
to the following priority order:
a) from the cell type declared as reference case with the form nrt = nry. nry
may be equal to nrt.
b) from the default values (see Table 3.4).
3. MICRO: it is not possible to attribute a material to a zone without defining all
inner zones.
RAD or DELR: it is not possible to define the radius of a zone before the radii
of all inner zones have been defined. Since the parameters HEXA, SQUARE and
CRP define the outermost radius of the cell, they cannot be given before the
inner radii.
4. The first cell type in the input deck is the principal cell t y p e which defines
the boundary source for the secondary types. It will be calculated with white
boundary conditions in SLOFIN, in SLOGRP, and in MICROTHERM or SLMTHR. If a
cell type has the parameter INFINITE, it will be calculated just the same way
as the principal cell type, but no boundary source will be produced.
5. The total number of different cell types is limited to 30.
6. In a material with resonance nuclides there must be at least one nuclide with
a density d > 1O~10 atoms/(barn-cm) (where a possible smearing has to be
taken into account, see parameters REDUCE/REDZ).
7. The parameter INFINITE is not transferred to the next cell (the default value
for each new cell is "secondary type").
8. For most applications the default values for NQF, NQTH and NASTH (= 0) give
a sufficient accuracy even with only one zone per material. But in some cases
(for instance, a large moderator zone) it is necessary to increase these values,
and/or to increase the number of zones in some material regions.
Examples:
CELLTYPE (1, MICRO=1,1, 2,2, 3,3, RAD=0.525,1, 0.62,2, SqUARE=1.64)
CELLTYPE (2=1)/ unpoisoned fuel
CELLTYPE (-1, NBM=3, NBZ=4, REDZ=2,4, MICRO=1,1, 2,2, 3,3, 2,4,
RAD=0.20,l,0.24,2,0.26,3,0.40,4,CRP=0.50)/ control rod cell
CELLTYPE (4, NBM=6, NBZ=6, NQTH=2, NASTH=1, REDZ=4,6,
MICR0=l,l,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,
RAD=0.525,4,0.62,5, SQUARE=1.64)
/ poisoned cell (3.0 w/o U02 + 3 . 0 w/o Gd203)

3.9 Cell types to be calculated: block CELLCALCULATIOX
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Cell types to b e calculated: block CELLCALCULATION

With this input block it is possible to choose the cell types to be calculated:
CELLCALCULATION (YES (na, nb) NO {nc, nd)

...)

All cell types with identification numbers between na and ??&
, will be calculated. The
cell types with numbers between nc and n^ will not be calculated, that means that
the modules SLOFIN, SLOGRP, MICROTHERM or SLMTHR. and MICOND, will be skipped
for those cell types.
If only one cell type is referred (na = rib, or nc = rid), the second value can be
omitted:

CELLCALCULATION (YES (na) NO (nc))
In this case the cell type with name = na or nc must exist.
Remarks:
1. If the block CELLCALCULATION is not given, all cell types are calculated.
2. If a cell type is not mentioned in the block CELLCALCULATION, it will be calculated (default value = YES).
3. During a BOXER job, once the values are defined, they will be preserved until
the next appearance of the block CELLCALCULATIQN.
4. The values defined in the block CELLCALCULATION are not transferred to the
file INIRAN (see the commands NEWBLOCK and RESTART of the module STARTO).
5. The module CRITA is executed for all cell types, including those which are
skipped by the NO option.
Example:

CELLCALC (NO(6))
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3. Definition of a new configuration (input for DEFINE)

Materials in t h e cells: block HETEROGENEOUS

An heterogeneous material is a geometrical region containing a microstructure such
as a fuel cell consisting of fuel, clad and moderator. The microstructure is taken
into account during the cell calculation, the result of which is one single set of homogenised group constants. The block HETEROGENEOUS allows the assignment of
an identification number to each heterogeneous material and the declaration of the
homogeneous materials which compose them:
HETEROGENEOUS ( MAT (no, TYPE = it, MICRO =
MAT ( . . . ) . . . )

mlzm2,...)

no
: heterogeneous material number (1 < no < 999).
It
: cell type number to which the heterogeneous material no belongs.
m 1; ma, .. - : NBM homogeneous materials from the list of materials defined with the
input block MATERIAL (for NBM and the following MICRO parameters Jc;
and n,-, see the input block CELLTYPE). In the zone A',- of the cell, the
material will be m(iii).
Remarks:
1. The materials im must already exist in the list of homogeneous materials (block
MATERIAL).
2. The total number of heterogeneous materials cannot exceed 400.
3. An heterogeneous material may have the same identification number as that
of an homogeneous material. In the two-dimensional grid the heterogeneous
material will have priority.
Example:
HETERO (MAT (10, TYPE=2, MICR0=10,50,101)
MAT (20, TYPE=4, MICRO=20,201,202,203,50,101))

3.11 Macroscopic group constants: block MACROS
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Macroscopic group constants: block MACROS

Macroscopic group constants can be read in with the following input block:
MACROS (uame, NG = ng (ma, SHG(fla,nb) = list, ST = S t ,
SA = S a , SFNU = i/Ey, SF = £/)
(another material . . . )
NG = . . . (
)
ENF(ma.mb) = x, . . . )
name : one of the two words NG2 (mean fluxes per material) or NG3 (2D fluxes).
ng
: number of the group for which the group constants are to be read in. This
number must appear before the list of the group constants. The group constants for the group defined by ng must be enclosed between parentheses.
ma : material number (1 < ma < 999). Any already existing group constants with
the same identification number ma are set to 0 before beginning to read in the
new ones. An alread}' existing material may serve as a reference by replacing
ma by: ma = mb
mb: number of the reference material. The group constants for the material
mb and group ng must already exist. The new group constants which
are read in are considered as corrections to the material mb (the data
which are the same in both materials ma and mb do not have to be
given twice). It is also possible to write: (ma = ma, . . . ) . The old group
constants are then taken as the base for the new ones.
SHG(na5nb): scattering matrix. It is written in the form:
L n 5 , ' = ! , * ) , k = na,nb)
z = nanisf + J
z = nanist -f J

for
for

k < ngf
k > ngf

(see the definition of energy groups, block GROUPS)
Only the groups between na and nb are defined (the other positions are either equal
to 0 or they are taken from a previously defined reference case). It is also allowed
to write: SHG(na) = . . . , or SHG = . . . ,
Default value for nb: nb = ng for ng < ngfi
nb = NG2 or NG3 for ng > ngfi
Default value for na: na = 1
S f , 2 a , i / £ / , S / : total, absorption, production and fission cross sections (cm"1)
ENF(ma.mb)

: fission energy (watt-sec/fission) for each material the number of
which is between ma and mb. It is also allowed to just write:
EMF(ma) = . . .
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Remarks:
1. Each of the address names SHG. ST. SA, SFNU and ST may be omitted. Then
the values are attributed in the order shown.
2. The block MACROS may be called as many times as is necessary.
3. The total number of materials cannot exceed 500.
4. The product: (number of materials)-(number of groups)-(order of anisotropy
+ 1) cannot exceed 5000.
5. In the list ENF many values may be given for the same material. Only the last
one will be preserved.
6. If the module MACRO is executed, the group constants given by the block MACROS
are replaced by the computed ones. If the former ones have to be preserved,
they must be given after the execution of MACRO, for instance by the following
input deck:
CALL ( . . . , DEFINE, . . . . MACRO, MEANFLUX(JUMP))
END(DEFINE)
CALL (DEFINE, TWODIM, . . . )
MACROS (...)
END (DEFINE)
Examples:
groups (ng3=3,1,0,0)
macros (ng3,
ng=l (10, shg(l)=0.2, st=0.24,0.009,0.007,0.0028)
(20, shg(l)=0.18, st=0.2322, 0.2)
ng=2 (10, s h g ( l , 3 ) = 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 4 3 , 0 . 0 3 , st=0.685,0.035,0.054,
0.0216)
(20, shg(l,3)=0.05,0.49,0.042, st=0.865,0.005)
ng=3 (10, shg(l,3)=0.001,0.22,1.44, s t = l . 6 , 0 . 1 3 , 0 . 2 2 ,
0.088)
(20, shg(l,3)=0.002,0.37,2.13, st=2.189,0.019)
enf(10)=3.2-ll)

3.12 Weighting factors and fission spectrum: block WEIGHTS
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Weighting factors and fission spectrum: block WEIGHTS

T h e weighting factors are given through t h e following input block:
WEIGHTS ( n a m e . SIGP
BUCK
ALB
FISP

=
=
=
=

Sx.ii. $2-h
•
bx.jx, fa2,j2, . . . , . . . ,
a l v k 1 ? a2,A'2, . . . , . . . ,
fuk:UM:
•••,•••)

name

: one of the two names NG2 or NG3. name must appear as the first
parameter of the block.
SIGP
: microscopic cross section of the homogeneous poison (see block
OPTIONS, parameter POISON). If the module MACRO is executed, the
list SIGP is calculated by the code.
BUCK, ALB : the values of the parameters THODBUCK and ALBEDO (see block OPTIONS)
are multiplied with bn and an resp.
FISP
: fission spectrum. If the module MACRO is executed, the fission spectrum
is calculated by the code.

All weighting factors are given through pairs of numbers x, n: for all groups whose
numbers are greater than the previous group limit, up to and including the group
n, the factor is equal to x. Example: let us assume that SIGP is 1.0 in groups 1 to
o and 10.0 in groups 6 to 9. This has to written: SIGP = 1.0,5, 10.0,9
Checks: c; > n,_i
nt- < ngi (ngi: total number of groups)
The fission spectrum must be normalised: 5 = Tl^i fi = 1-0
If | S — 1.0 |> 10~5, then an error message is printed.
Remarks:
1. A new block WEIGHTS is treated as a correction of already present data or
default values.
2. Each list may be omitted.
3. Each parameter name SIGP, BUCK, ALB or FISP may be omitted. In this case
the values are attributed in the order given by the block WEIGHTS.
4. If the input data are reduced to: WEIGHTS (name), the default values are
attributed as:
x,- = 1.0 : for the lists SIGP, BUCK and ALB.
xt- = 1.0/ngi : for the fission spectrum.
Example:

WEIGHTS (NG3, FISP = 1.0,1, 0.0,2)

3. Definition of a new configuration (input for DEFINE)
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Two-dimensional geometry: block GEOMETRY

The geometry of the two-dimensional grids is entered with the following block:
GEOMETRY (name, SYMMETRY (lsym.lref).
ARRAY = miJaxJbi.jai.jbi,
tf^^
XMESH = dxijxi. dx2,ix 2 , . . . , . • •

YMESH = d y i ' . j y i , d y 2 . j y 2 ,

...,...

name may be one of the 3 names:
BOXOL : mean flux per material (NG2 groups)
TWODIM : detailed two-dimensional geometry' (NG3 groups)
MEANS : condensation regions (NG4 groups)
name may be replaced by: name = nref, where nref may be BOXOL or TWODIM: the
geometry defined by nref (which must already exist) is used as a base for the geometry name, so that only the differences have to be given.
SYMMETRY defines the symmetry used to describe the two-dimensional grid (if not
given, no symmetry):
• lsym = 1: symmetry to the first diagonal
• lsym = 2: symmetry to the second diagonal
• lsym = 3: symmetry to both diagonals
lref defines the reference part of the grid where the input data are given, according
to the following scheme:
lsvm:

1

2

3

\2 V4
;<

Iref:

/

3

\

The reference meshes are mirrored to the other meshes.
The list ARRAY describes the assignment of the materials to the meshes: all meshes
between horizontal lines ia* and ibk and vertical lines ja/t and jbk are filled with the
material mk- Many definitions of the same mesh are allowed: only the last one will
be preserved.
Conditions : 0 < ia^ < ibk < im
0 < jak < jbk < jm

3.13 Two-dimensional

geometry: block GEOMETRY
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im : total number of vertical mesh intervals in the x-direction (see block OPTIONS,
Table 3.1).
jm : total number of horizontal mesh intervals in the y-direction.
XMESH describes the distance between two horizontal lines by means of pairs of numbers dx,ix: between the previous line limit and the line ix the distance between two
lines is equal to dx (cm). The same is valid for the horizontal intervals with the list
YMESH. The first line is assumed to have the number 0.
Limitations: 1 < ix < im.

1 < jy < jm.

If the grid is symmetrical in x and y, the two lists XMESH and YMESH may be replaced
by a single list:
MESHES = di,ii, d2,i2, . . . , . . . ,
Remarks:
1. In the description of the geometry of the configuration, it is assumed that
the x-coordinate is vertical and directed against the bottom. The number of
intervals in the x-direction is denoted with i. The y-coordinate is horizontal
and directed to the right; the intervals in the y-direction are denoted with j .
This prescription is valid throughout this report, in particular also for the
input blocks SOURCE and PINPOWER, see below.
2. The different lists may be given in an arbitrary order.
3. In the same block it is allowed to combine the three lists XMESH, YMESH and
MESHES.
4. The definition of the intervals always starts with the first horizontal line and
the first vertical line, but it needs not extend to the last line.
5. The positions of the lines are stored in the code and not the distances between
them. When a previously defined grid is modified, the positions of lines which
have not been redefined will not be affected by the new values for the other
lines.
6. In MEANS only the list ARRAY has to be given (if other lists appear, they are
not considered).
7. If name = BOXOL or TWODIM, then m^ is a material name from the following
lists (according to the priority):
heterogeneous materials,
homogeneous materials,
macroscopic group constants from input.
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S. If name = MEANS, then mk is a region number where average group constants
(in NG4 groups) are to be calculated. Only regions with 1 < m* < 9 will
be transferred onto GENRAN by GENCOR. The case number for region rnk is
calculated as nrc + 10- mk (for nrc, see the input block DEFCASE, page 2.2, in
relation with C0RC0D).
The average group constants over all the configuration are always calculated,
and their identification number is 0. If LGENDIF = 1 (see OPTIONS), both region
numbers must be between 1 and 9.
Examples:
GEOMETRY (B0X0L, ARRAY=101,0,6,0,6, 1 2 1 , 0 , 2 , 0 , 2 , MESHES=0.3375,6)
GEOMETRY (TW0DIM=B0X0L)

3.14 Fixed source: block SOURCE
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Fixed source: block SOURCE

For a fixed source calculation, the fixed source in each mesh of the grid is read in
through the following block:
SOURCE (SYMMETRY(Isym,lref),
TOTAL (q, POINT(iJ) q, q, . . . , SURFACE(ia.ibJajb) q, . . . )
SPECTRUM(na,i3b)(s, POINT(iJ) s, s, ..., SURFACE(ia,ibJaJb) s. s.. ...)
SPECTRUM(...)... SPECTRUM(...))
i,ia,ib,j.ja.jb: mesh numbers. They must fulfill the conditions:
1 < i < 1MB,
1 < ia < ib < 1MB.

1 < j < JMB
1 < ja < jb < JMB

na,nb : group numbers. Conditions: 1 < na < nb < NG3
NG3: number of groups for the two-dimensional calculation (CODIFF, QPl)
SYMMETRY(Jsym.iref)

: description of the symmetries (see block GEOMETRY)

TOTAL (...)

: description of the total source (sum over all energy groups).
Result: ( ( S 0 R ( J , I ) , J=1,JM)B, 1=1,1MB)
: different values of the total source in the meshes. The first
value is attributed to the actual mesh (j,i). The next values
are stored in the following meshes:
,i),.-., (JMB,i), (l,i+l), (2,i +1), ...

q

POINT(ij)

: fixes a new start mesh for the source data.
Default: (i,j) = (1,1)

SURFACE(ia,ibjaJb)

: defines a surface where the source is constant and equal to
the next value read in.

SPECTRUM(na,nb)(...) : distribution of the source in each energy group.
Result:
(((SPEC(J,I,N) , J=1,JMB), 1=1,1MB),
N=1,NG3)
The source used by BOXER in the group n will be:
SOR(J,I)*SPEC(J,I,j})
The short form: SPE(na) means that: nb = na
s

: different values of the spectrum in the meshes. They are attributed to the meshes in the same way as the source values.

Remark:
Only the word TOTAL must be given. If no SPECTRUM data are given, the total source
is attributed to the first group. TOTAL must be given only once. The 3 words:
SYMMETRY, TOTAL and SPECTRUM must appear in this order. The positions of TOTAL
and SPECTRUM which are not defined are assumed to be 0.
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Example:
The following partition of the source is to be declared:
10

8
6
4

0

S 6
6 5
5 2
3 1
0 0

4

0

3 0
1 0
0 0
0 0

The conditions assumed are:
• Symmetry to the first diagonal,
• 2 energy groups,
• Spectrum: 80% in group 1, 20% in group 2
The input data are as following:
SOURCE (SYM(1,1),
TOT (10,8,6,4, P(2,2) 6,5,3, P(3,3) 2,1))
SPE(l)(S(l,5,l,5)0.8, SPE(2)(S(l,5,l,5)0.2))

3.15 Position of fuel cells in the 2D array: block PINPOWER
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Position of fuel cells in the 2D array: block PINPOWER

In most applications, it is enough to know the distribution of the materials over the
two-dimensional grid. But for some cases it is necessary to know the exact position
of the fuel rods within the assembly:
• for the calculation of the power density in each fuel rod,
• for the calculation of the Dancoff factors for each cell type.
The geometrical position of the fuel rods are given with the following input block:
PINPOWER ( SYMMETRY(isym.iref). PART(Jp,iq). NWC0RNER(cx,cy),
PIN (ia,ib,ja.jb..... RJ(jc,nj)...., Rl(ic.ni),...,
. . . . NULL(ia,ifajaJb),...)
SHIFT(ia,ibJaJb,ni,nj), SHIFT(...))
If the options SYMMETRY, PART and NWCDRNER are given, they must appear before
the word PIN. If the option SHIFT is given, it must appear after PIN.
SYMMETRY(2sym.iref) : description of the symmetries used for giving the following data
(if SYMMETRY is not given, all fuel cells must be declared):
lsym = 1: symmetry to first diagonal
lsym = 2: symmetry to second diagonal
lsym = 3: symmetry to both diagonals
lref: number of the reference part of the array where the input
data are given (for the definition, see the block GEOMETRY)
PART defines which part of the assembly is being calculated in CODIFF and/or QPl:
Ip = 0: the 2D calculation is done over the entire fuel assembly. Iq has no meaning.
(This is the default value).
lp = 1: the 2D calculation is done over half of the fuel assembly. Value of iq:

Ip = 2: the 2D calculation is done over a quarter of the fuel assembly. Value of iq:
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NWCORNER: The position of the point (i=0.j=0) of the two-dimensional grid is supposed to be (0.0). The position of this point relative to the NW corner
(left and top) of the complete fuel assembly has to be given here.
PIN: Position of the fuel cells: The next cell fills up the field between lines ia and
ib. and columns ja and jb. All cells of the reference field have to be described
(the symmetrical cells according to SYMMETRY should not be given). RJ and
RI repeat the last block of 4 numbers:
RJ(jc,nj): ja and jb (from the last block) are incremented by jc in the ydirection till column no. nj, each increment defining a new cell (ia
and ib are kept constant).
Rl(ic.ni): increment in the same way as for RJ. but in the x-direction (ja and
jb are kept constant).
NULL(ia,ib,jaJb): the domain of the cell(s) in the field defined is cancelled
(i.e. put to 0: no fuel there).
The whole input block PIN must be enclosed in brackets: '(' and ')'
SHIFT: Shifting some portion of a cell. In cases where a cell is not put to its very
correct position for a BOXER calculation (for instance: displacement of the
instrumentation tube in a 14-14 fuel assembly), it can be restored to its true
place by the command: SHIFT(ia,ib,ja,jb,ni.nj):
— the field described by (ia,ib,ja,,jb) is filled up with the same material as
the rest of the cell;
— the field with the same volume, but translated ni meshes in the x direction and nj meshes in the y-direction, is put to 0.
If the SHIFT option is used with PART, and if the translated field falls outwards the domain calculated by BOXER, the true cell must appear in the
calculated part of the fuel assembly.
The default values of the parameters SYMMETRY, PART and NWCORNER are all 0 but
for lq which is 1.
Example:
A quarter of a 14-14 fuel assembly is being calculated by BOXER. Symmetry according to the first diagonal is assumed. For the calculation in BOXER the instrumentation tube was translated to the centre of the fuel assembly: the first mesh
(0,1,0,1) contains no fuel. The calculation in BOXER is done with 8 meshes in both
directions. The input for the calculation of the pin power is as follows:
PINPDWER (SYM(l.l) PART(2,1) NWC(9.91235,9.91235)
PIN ( 0 , 2 , 0 , 2 , RJ(1,8) 2 , 3 , 2 , 3 , RJ(1,8) 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , R J ( l , 8 )
4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , RJ(1,8) 5 , 6 , 5 , 6 , RJ(1,8) 6 , 7 , 6 , 7 , RJ(1,8)
7 , 8 , 7 , 8 , NUL(3,4,3,4) NUL(2,3,5,6) NUL(5,6,5,6))
SHIFT ( 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) )

3.16 End of the input list for DEFINE: block END.
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End of the input list for DEFINE: block END.

The last command of the input deck of DEFINE must be:
END (comment)

or

The comment is arbitrary.
Example:

END (DEFINE)

END)
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Examples of input decks for BOXER

Following are a few examples to demonstrate the use of the input commands defined
in the preceding sections:
Cell calculations of 2 critical experiments:
*TRX-1.U METAL/AL CLAD. 1.3W/0
INIACT=500

2,CALL (DEFINE, CELL)

Arbitrary title (it must be written on a
single line).
The working file INIACT is a virtual file on
the active memory of the computer, with
a maximum dimension of 500 kwords, or
4 Mbytes.
There are 2 cell calculations to be done.
The default options of CELL (i.e. SLOFIN
and MICR0THERM) will be used.

OPTIONS (NITMIC=1,
CELLBUCK=5.7-3)

Input of DEFINE: only one iteration in
MIC0ND with a fixed buckling.

PRINTOUT (MIC0ND=3,CRITA=5)

Full output from both modules MIC0ND
and CRITA

MATERIAL(10, ISOTOPE, UNIT=ATOMS,
LIST=92235,6.253-4,
92238,0.047205)

This metallic fuel could also have been defined with the following command:
MATERIAL (10, FUEL, TYPE=METAL,
D=..., PART=1.0, LIST=92235,1.3,
92238,98.7)
where the density of the metal has to be
known.

MATERIAL (20, CLAD, FUELD=0.983,
CLAD0D=1.1506, CLADID=1.0084,
LIST=13027,2.702)
MATERIAL (30, WATER)

Homogenisation of the gap and clad.

CELLTYPE ( 1 , NQTH=1,1,
DANC0F=.9638, MICR0=l,l,2,2,3,3,
RAD=0.4915,1,0.5753,2,
HEXA=1.806)

Water at 20°C.
The cell type is calculated with three
zones and three materials (default values).
The Dancoff factor calculated by the code
is reduced (because of the cells at the periphery of the critical experiment). The
cell array is hexagonal.
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HETERO (MAT ( 1 , TYPE=1,
MICR0=10,20,30))

The heterogeneous material no.l is composed of the homogeneous material 10 in
the first region, 20 in the second and 30 in
the third.

GROUPS (NG2=3,1,0,0, FINEGR
33,46,70)

The 70 energy groups of the library are
condensed into 3 groups. Group 33 is the
last epithermal group, and it should always appear in a condensation scheme.

END (DEFINE)

End of the definition of the cell. The calculation of the first cell starts.
Title of the second case.
Another axial buckling; the other parameters are preserved.
The pitch of the hexagonal array has
changed.

+TRX-2. Buckling=5.469-3
OPTIONS (CELLBUCK=5.469-3)
CELLTYPE (1, DANC0F=.9584,
RAD=O.4915,1,0.5753,2,
HEXA=2.174)
END (DEFINE)
END(BOXER)

The other values remain the same, and the
calculation of this second cell begins.
End of the calculation.

Burnup of a cell:
•YANKEE CELL, 3.4W/0 . . .
INIACT=500

5.CALL (DEFINE, CELL, TIMESTEP)

Title.
INIACT is a virtual file
5 runs of BOXER where the 3 modules
given are executed.

OPTIONS (P0WER=18.756,
URAN=3.374, DELTAT=100,
NITMIC=10, CELLBUCK=0.001,
LBURN=1)

The axial buckling given (CELLBUCK =
0 .001) is only a first guess: it will be modified in MIC0ND where a maximum of 10
iterations is allowed. LBURN=1 could be
omitted because TIMESTEP is called.

PRINTOUT (MIC0ND=3, CRITA=4))

Definition of output

MATERIAL ( 1 , FUEL, T=594,
D=l0.037, PART=1.0,
LIST=92235,3.4,92236,0.02,
92238,96.58)

UO2 fuel (default value), enrichment of
in 235U.

MATERIAL ( 2 , CLAD, FUELD=0.75032,
CLADID=0.76098, CLAD0D=0.86818,
T=300, LIST=26305,8.1)

Clad (26305 is a stainless steel alloy).
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MATERIAL (3, ISOTOPE, T=267,
UNIT=GRAMS, LIST=1001,0.087748,
8016 ..0.696452)

This is a complicated method to define
water, but the pressure was not known.
UNIT=GRAMS could have been omitted: this
is the default value.

CELLTYPE (1, NQTH=1,1, NQF=1,
MICR0=l,l,2,2,3,3,
RAD=O.37516,1,0.43409,2,0.60747,3)
HETERO (MAT (10, TYPE=1,
MICRO=1,2,3))
GROUPS (NG2=5,3,0,0,
FINEGR=20,28,33,46,70)

The cell array is square (the default value
of DANCOFFis +1.0).

END(DEFINE)
OPTIONS (DELTAT=300) END(DEFINE)
OPTIONS (DELTAT=1600) END(DEFINE)
OPTIONS (DELTAT=3000) END(DEFINE)
OPTIONS (DELTAT=5000) END(DEFINE)

Start of the computation for the fresh cell.
At the beginning of the burnup calculation, the burnup steps are small because
the isotopic densities and the cross sections in the thermal range change rapidly.
The cross sections in the resonance range
are mostly influenced by 238 U, and almost do not change during the first burnup steps. The computer time would have
been shortened writing:
...CELL (N0RES), . . . t o avoid the calculation of SL0FIN.

5,CALL (CELL, TIMESTEP)

5 more burnup steps will be calculated with the same DELTAT of 5000
MWatt-day/ton.
End of the calculation.

END(BOXER)

Heterogeneous material no.10.
Condensation of the 70 library groups into
5 groups.
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Simple two-dimensional calculation
•Benchmark-Gadolinium, 3w/0 Gd,

Title.

INIACT=1OOO
/ C a l l ( S t a r t o , Define, Cell,
/Macro, Twodira(Codiff,
/Preburn)

INIACT is a virtual file
The slash / at the beginning of the line
transforms it into a comment! That can
be useful for testing an input deck. MACRO
is used for computing the group constants
for the water slab around the configuration. PREBURN calculates the microscopic
reaction rates. The module MEANFLUX will
not be executed (default value = JUMP).

Call (Define)

Only check of the input data.

/Defcase (1,1) End (Starto)

If not suppressed, this command would
give the number 101 to the case calculated.

Options (ima=8,8,8,8, lsym=l,
noutit=30, twodbuck=0.0)
Printout (micond=3, crita=5,
preburn=l)
Material ( 1 , Fuel, D=10.126,
T=20.0, Part=1.0,
List=92235,3.19, 92238,96.81)
Material (2, Clad, T=20.0,
Cladid=0.843 Cladod=0.963,
Fueld=0.8227 List=40000,6.55)
Material ( 3 , Water, T=20.0)
Material ( 2 1 , Fuel, D=10.106,
T=20.0, Part=0.9701,
List=92235,3.48, 92238,96.52,
Gadol=0.0299)
Cell Type ( 1 , M i c r o = l , l , 2 , 2 , 3 , 3 ,
Rad=0.41135,1,0.4815,2,
Square=1.35)
Cell Type (2=1)
Hetero (Mat (101, Type=l,
Micro=l,2,3) Mat (121, Type=2,
Micro=21,2,3))

With this option CRITA will produce a
very large output!
UO2 fuel, enrichment of 3.19 w/o.

Clad (40000 = zircalloy).

Water at 20°C.
This fuel contains 2.99w/o of Gd 2 O 3 .

First cell type = principal cell type.

The second cell type has the same geometry as the first one.
Composition of the heterogeneous materials.
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Groups (NG2=8,5,1,1, Finegr=6,
20, 26, 28, 33, 47, 56, 70)

Condensation from 70 groups to 8, with 5
epithermal groups.

Groups (NG3=S,5,1,1)

The NG3 group structure is the same as
the NG2 one.

Groups (NG4=2,1,0,0, Finegr=5,8)

Only 2 groups are defined for the condensed group constants, one epithermal
and one thermal.

Geometry (Boxol, Array =
3,0,8,0,8, 101,1,7,1,7,
121,3,5,3,5, Meshes=0.1,l,
0.675,7, 0.1,8)
Geometry (Twodim = Boxol)

Symmetrical array with the Gd pin in the
middle. A thin water slab is put all around
the configuration.

Weights(NG2) Weights(NG3)

Initialisation of the weighting factors.

End (Define)

End of the input deck.

/Call (Starto) Newblock)
/End (Starto)

If not suppressed, it would store the results onto file INIRAN as a restart case.

End (BOXER)

End of the job.

The geometry for the NG3 group calculation is the same as for the NG2 one (this
is used in MACRO for the calculation of the
group constants for water).
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Calculation of a BWR fuel assembly as a function of the burnup:
*BWR fuel assembly, no control rod.
iniact=2500,
CALL (STARTD,DEFINE,DAMQCA,CELL,MACRO,TWODIM(CQDIFF,QP1),TIMESTEP)
DEFCASE (1202,1, PDWER= 23.0, TPMDD= 286, V0ID= 456, TPFUEL=590,
HISTV0= 456)/ Corresponding to HISTV0= 40'/. and VQID= 40'/,
END (STARTO)
OPTIDNS (IMA=15,15,15,15,1, N0UTIT=20,5, TW0DBUCK=3.6E-4,
IS0TIP=92235,l,l,LBURN=l, P0WER=23, NQBURN=5, CELLBUCK=O.01,
DELTAT=100, T0LKEFF=l.E-5,l.E-4)
PRINTOUT (NG2CR0=0,0, MEANFL=O, MIC0ND=2, CRITA=1, MATFLU=0,
TW0DFLUX=0)
MATERIAL (10, FUEL,T=590,D=10.4, PART=1.0,LIST=92235,2.0,92238,98.0)
MATERIAL (10, SAME=16,24,30,33,36,39,40)/2 w/o unpoisoned fuel rods
MATERIAL (42, FUEL,T=590,D=10.4, PART=1.0,LIST=92235,l.0,92238,99.0)
/ 1 w/o, 1 U02 unpoisoned fuel rod
MATERIAL (41, FUEL,T=590,D=10.4, PART=1.0,LIST=92235,1.5,92238,98. 5)
MATERIAL (41, SAME=17)/ 1.5 w/o, 2X2 U02 unpoisoned fuel rods
MATERIAL (11, FUEL,T=590,D=10.4, PART=1.0,LIST=92235,2.5,92238,97.5)
MATERIAL (12, FUEL,T=590,D=10.4, PART=1.0,LIST=92235,3.0,92238,97.0)
MATERIAL (12, SAME=13,14,15,18,23,29,32,44,34,37,38)
/3 W/0 unpoisoned U02 fuel rods
MATERIAL (19, FUEL,T=590,D=10.4, PART=1.0,LIST=92235,4.0,92238,96.0)
MATERIAL (19, SAME=21,25,26,27,28,43,31) / 4.0 w/o unpoisoned U02
MATERIAL (20, FUEL,T=590,D=10,2, PART=0.97,LIST=92235,3.0,92238,97.0,
GADOL=.O3)/ 3 w/o fuel rods poisoned with 3 w/o Gd203
MATERIAL (20, SAME=201,202,203,22,221,222,223,35,351,352,353)
MATERIAL (1, WATER, P=71 ,T=286)
/ water without void outside the assembly can
MATERIAL (1, SAME=5(UNIT=AT0MS,0THERS=92235,l.E-9))/instrument, tube
MATERIAL (101, WATER,P=71,T=286,V0ID=0.4) / water with void
MATERIAL (50, CLAD, FUELD=1.05, CLADTH=0.083, CLAD0D=1.24,T=310,
LIST=40000,6.55)/ extra thick, of .003 added due to grids
MATERIAL (60, IS0T0PE,T=275.5, LIST=40000,6.55)
MATERIAL (2, MIXTURE=101,11.0,60,10.0) / can and inside extra water
/MATERIAL (4, IS0T0PE,T=287.2,LIST=26304,7.9)/SS-304 of control rods
/MATERIAL (80, ISOTOPE,T=287.2,LIST=5412,1.76) /B4C in control rods
CELLTYPE (1, MICRO=1,1, 2,2, 3,3, RAD=0.525,1, 0.62,2, SQUARE=1.64)
/ unpoisoned (3 and 4 w/o) fuel
CELLTYPE (2=1) / unpoisoned (2.0 and 2.5 w/o) fuel
CELLTYPE (3=1) / unpoisoned (1.0 and 1.5 w/o) fuel
CELLTYPE (5, NBM=3, NBZ=3, REDZ=2,3, MICRO=1,1, 2,2, 3,3, RAD=0.54,l,
0.62,2, SQUARE=1.64)/water tube, .003 extra thick, added
CELLTYPE (4, NBM=6, NBZ=6, REDZ=4,6, NQTH=2, NASTH=1,
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MICRO=1,1, 2 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6 , 6 ,
RAD=0.525,4 , 0 . 6 2 , 5 , SQUARE=1.64)
/ poisoned (3.0 w/o U02 + 3 w/o Gd203)
/CELLTYPE ( - 1 , NBM=3, NBZ=4, REDZ=2,4, MICRO=1,1, 2 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 4 ,
/
R A D = 0 . 2 0 , l , 0 . 2 4 , 2 , 0 . 2 6 , 3 , 0 . 4 0 , 4 , C R P = 0 . 5 0 ) / c o n t r o l rod c e l l
/HETERO ( MAT ( 3 , TYPE=-1, MICR0=80,4,1)) /Wings of t h e c o n t r o l rod
HETERO (MAT (10, TYPE=2, MICR0=10,50,101)
MAT ( 1 1 , TYPE=2, MICR0=ll,50,101)
MAT (12, TYPE=1, MICR0=12,50,101)
MAT ( 1 3 , TYPE=1, MICR0=13,50,101)
MAT (14, TYPE=1, MICR0=14,50,101)
MAT ( 1 5 , TYPE=1, MICR0=15,50,101)
MAT (16, TYPE=2, MICR0=16,50,101)
MAT (17, TYPE=3, MICR0=17,50,101)
MAT (18, TYPE=1, MICR0=18,50,101)
MAT (19, TYPE=1, MICRO=19,50,101)
MAT (20, TYPE=4, MICR0=20,201,202,203,50,101)
MAT (21, TYPE=1, MICRQ=21,50,101)
MAT (22, TYPE=4, MICR0=22,221,222,223,50,101)
MAT (23, TYPE=1, MICR0=23,5O,101)
MAT (24, TYPE=2, MICR0=24,50,101)
MAT (25, TYPE=1, MICR0=25,50,101)
MAT (26, TYPE=1, MICR0=26,50,101)
MAT (27, TYPE=1, MICR0=27,50,101)
MAT (28, TYPE=1, MICR0=28,50,101)
MAT (29, TYPE=1, MICRO=29,50,101)
MAT (30, TYPE=2, MICR0=30,50,101)
MAT (31, TYPE=1, MICR0=31,50,101)
MAT (32, TYPE=1, MICR0=32,50,101)
MAT (33, TYPE=2, MICR0=33,50,101)
MAT (34, TYPE=1, MICR0=34,50,101)
MAT (35, TYPE=4, MICR0=35,351,352,353,50,101)
MAT (36, TYPE=2, MICRQ=36,50,101)
MAT (37, TYPE=1, MICR0=37,50,101)
MAT (38, TYPE=1, MICR0=38,50,101)
MAT (39, TYPE=2, MICRD=39,50,101)
MAT (40, TYPE=2, MICR0=40,50,101)
MAT (41, TYPE=3, MICR0=41,50,101)
MAT (42, TYPE=3, MICR0=42,50,101)
MAT (43, TYPE=1, MICRD=43,50,101)
MAT (44, TYPE=1, MICR0=44,50,101)
MAT (45, TYPE=5, MICR0=l,60,10l))
GROUPS (NG2=11,8,1,1, FINEGR=2,4,6,20,23,26,28,33,46,56,70)
GROUPS (NG3=11,8,1,1)
GROUPS (NG4=2,1,0,0, FINEGR=8,11)
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GEOMETRY (BOXOL, SYM(1,1) ARRAY = 1,0,15,0,15, 5 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 2,1,13,1,13,
1 0 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 3 , 11,2,3,3,5, 12,2,3,5,6, 13,2,3,6,7,
1 4 . 2 . 3 . 7 . 8 , 15,2,3,8,9, 16,2,3,9,10, 17,2,3,10,12,
1 8 . 3 . 5 . 3 . 5 , 19,3,5,5,6, 20,3,5,6,7, 21,3,5,7,8,
2 2 . 3 . 5 . 8 . 9 , 23,3,5,9,10, 24,3,5,10,12,
2 5 . 5 . 6 . 5 . 6 , 26,5,6,6,7, 27,5,6,7,8, 28,5,6,8,9,
29.5.6.9.10, 30,5,6,10,12,
4 3 . 6 . 7 . 6 . 7 , 45,6,7,7,8, 31,6,7,8,9, 32,6,7,9,10,
33,6,7,10,12,
4 4 . 7 . 8 . 7 . 8 , 34,7,8,8,9, 35,7,8,9,10, 36,7,8,10,12,
3 7 . 8 . 9 . 8 . 9 , 38,8,9,9,10, 39,8,9,10,12,
40,9,10,9,10, 41,9,10,10,12,
42,10,12,10,12,
/
3,4,11,14,15, 4,11,15,14,15, /control rod
MESHES=0.48,l, 0.41,2, 1.64,3, 0.50,4, 1.14,5, 1.64,10,
1.00,11, 0.64,12, 0.41,13, 0.56,14, 0.40,15)
GEOMETRY (TW0DIM=B0XOL)
PINPOWER ( s y m ( l , l ) p i n ( 2 , 3 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 3 , 3 , 5 , r j ( l , 1 0 ) 2 , 3 , 1 0 , 1 2 ,
3.5.3.5, rj(l,10) 3,5,10,12,
5.6.5.6, rj(l,10) 5,6,10,12,
6.7.6.7, rj(l,10) 6,7,10,12,
7.8.7.8, rj(l,10) 7,8,10,12,
8.9.8.9, rj(l,10) 8,9,10,12,
9,10,9,10, 9,10,10,12, 10,12,10,12, null(6,7,7,8)))
HEIGHTS (NG2)
WEIGHTS (NG3)
END (DEFINE)
CALL (DEFINE, CELL(NORES), TWODIM(qPl), GENCOR, TIMESTEP)/100 MWd/T
OPTIONS (DELTAT=400) end)
PRINTOUT(DENSITIES=O,CELLTYPES=O, MATREAC=0) END)
CALL (DEFINE, CELL(NORES), TWODIM(QPl), GENCOR, TIMESTEP)/500 MWd/T
OPTIONS (DELTAT=500) END)
CALL (CELL(NORES), TWODIM(QPl), GENCOR, TIMESTEP)/ 1000 MWd/T
4,CALL (CELL(NORES), TWODIM(QPl), GENCOR, TIMESTEP)
/1000,1500,200,2500 MWd/T
CALL (STARTQ, DEFINE, CELL(NORES), TWODIM(QPl), GENCOR, TIMESTEP)
/ 3 0 0 0 MWd/T
NEWBLOCK) END(STARTO)
/ s t o r e d a t a a t 3 GWd/T f o r r e s t a r t with, c o n t r o l r o d .
OPTIONS (DELTAT=1000) END)
2,CALL (CELL(NORES), TWODIM(qPl), GENCOR, TIMESTEP) / 4 and 5 GWd/T
c a l l ( s t a r t o ) newblock) end)
END (BOXER)
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Producing an executable deck of BOXER

BOXER is written in standard ASCII FORTRAN-77, in this sense it is believed
that it can run on any computer able to form 64 bit words. It counts about 500
subroutines and a total of 57500 lines. Some other routines of general character are
taken from a subroutine library called LWRLIB. Some of the routines of LWRLIB, for
instance for the reference of the date and time, are computer dependent, and must
be adjusted to each computer where they are to be used1. Presently BOXER runs
on two platforms:
• on a CONVEX computer,
• on a SUN work station.
It is necessary for all the code system to run with 64 bit words for the integers as well
as for the reals because of the dynamic reservation used throughout the code. To
prepare an executable deck of BOXER the following scheme is recommended. All the
following examples are given in UNIX, the operating language on both computers
on which BOXER runs in the moment. For other languages (VMS, NOS/VE, etc.)
some translated equivalent should be used:
• First compile all routines of LWRLIB:
fsplit LWRLIB
On the CONVEX:
f c -p8 -DCONVEX -fpp -72 - c * . f
On the SUN: first transform the f extension of all files into a F extension:
* . f -¥

then compile as:

*.F

f77 - r 8 -03 -DSUN -c *.F

• To store the current results on a virtual file instead on a real disk file the
routine DPENMX uses a pointed vector treated with the C routine memadj .c.
This routine is included in OPENMX as comment lines. It has to be extracted
from OPENMX under the name memadj .c (this name is optional), and compiled:
On the CONVEX:
On the SUN
:

cc -DCONVEX meraadj .c
cc -DSUN memadj . c

• All compiled routines (included memadj . o) should be stored together as a
subroutine library, using both commands:
ar re . . . /hvrlib.a *.o
ranlib . . . /lwrlib.a
The ' . . . ' are put here for the name of the directory where the library LWRLIB
is stored.
1

Transfers of bytes to calculate the address of random access records in the subroutine RDTRAN
have given troubles on a DEC Alpha computer, where it seems that the bytes are numbered from
the right to the left instead of being numbered from the left to the right as on CONVEX or SUN.
The same problem could also appear in other subroutines, but it was not detected till now
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• Now BOXER can be transformed into an executable deck, for instance with
the following commands:

On the CONVEX:
On the SUN
:

rm *.f
f s p l i t BOXER
fc -p8 -72 -o boxer.exe *.f . . . / l w r l i b . a
f77 - r 8 -03 -o boxer.exe *.f . . . / l w r l i b . a

But taking into account the large number of subroutines of BOXER it would
also be profitable to collect all the compiled routines onto a subroutine library,
in a way analogous to what was done for LWRLIB, because this would make
some future modifications easier to perform.

